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ABSTRACT  

The fourth generation (4G) of wireless communication system is designed based on the 

principles of cyclic prefix orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM) where the 

cyclic prefix (CP) is used to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference 

(ICI) in order to achieve higher data rates in comparison to the previous generations of wireless 

networks. Various filter bank multicarrier systems have been considered as potential waveforms 

for the fast emerging next generation (xG) of wireless networks (especially the fifth generation 

(5G) networks). Some examples of the considered waveforms are orthogonal frequency division 

multiplexing with offset quadrature amplitude modulation based filter bank, universal filtered 

multicarrier (UFMC), bi-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (BFDM) and generalized 

frequency division multiplexing (GFDM). In perfect reconstruction (PR) or near perfect 

reconstruction (NPR) filter bank designs, these aforementioned FBMC waveforms adopt the use 

of well-designed prototype filters (which are used for designing the synthesis and analysis filter 

banks) so as to either replace or minimize the CP usage of the 4G networks in order to provide 

higher spectral efficiencies for the overall increment in data rates. The accurate designing of the 

FIR low-pass prototype filter in NPR filter banks results in minimal signal distortions thus, 

making the analysis filter bank a time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis filter 

bank. However, in non-perfect reconstruction (Non-PR) the analysis filter bank is not directly a 

time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis filter bank as the prototype filter impulse 

response for this system is formulated (in this dissertation) by the introduction of randomly 

generated errors. Hence, aliasing and amplitude distortions are more prominent for Non-PR.  

Channel estimation (CE) is used to predict the behaviour of the frequency selective channel and 

is usually adopted to ensure excellent reconstruction of the transmitted symbols. These 

techniques can be broadly classified as pilot based, semi-blind and blind channel estimation 

schemes. In this dissertation, two linear pilot based CE techniques namely the least square (LS) 

and linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE), and three adaptive channel estimation 

schemes namely least mean square (LMS), normalized least mean square (NLMS) and recursive 

least square (RLS) are presented, analyzed and documented. These are implemented while 

exploiting the near orthogonality properties of offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) 



 

 

vii 

 

to mitigate the effects of interference for two filter bank waveforms (i.e. OFDM/OQAM and 

GFDM/OQAM) for the next generation of wireless networks assuming conditions of both NPR 

and Non-PR in slow and fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. Results obtained from 

the computer simulations carried out showed that the channel estimation schemes performed 

better in an NPR filter bank system as compared with Non-PR filter banks. The low performance 

of Non-PR system is due to the amplitude distortion and aliasing introduced from the random 

errors generated in the system that is used to design its prototype filters. It can be concluded that 

RLS, NLMS, LMS, LMMSE and LS channel estimation schemes offered the best normalized  

mean square error (NMSE) and bit error rate (BER) performances (in decreasing order) for both 

waveforms assuming both NPR and Non-PR filter banks. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 EVOLUTION OF MODERN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Wireless communication networks are regulated by a fixed spectrum assignment policy. A huge 

amount of the assigned frequency spectrum is usually underutilized. This has pressed for the 

need to adequately exploit the scarce frequency spectrum [1 - 5]. Multiple access methods 

provide an efficient way for several communication users to effectively share the same spectrum 

resource (channel) without causing interference with one another. Three basic examples of 

multiple access schemes are adopted to accommodate multiple users. These access schemes are 

the frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) and code 

division multiple access (CDMA) schemes [6]. In FDMA schemes, each user is allocated a 

frequency channel where they can transmit their respective signals at the same time over the 

available spectrum resource while in TDMA schemes, multiple users are allowed to transmit 

their signals at the same frequency over the available frequency spectrum in different time slots. 

Code division multiple access schemes are multiple access technologies that allow multiple users 

to simultaneously and asynchronously access a spectrum resource by modulating and spreading 

their information signals with pre-assigned signature codes (or spreading codes) which are 

orthogonal to one another [7]. The spread-spectrum nature of CDMA-based schemes makes 

them to offer some advantages over their TDMA and FDMA counterparts. These advantages 

include improvement in spectral efficiency, larger system capacity, higher security and better 

anti-interference ability, etc. [8]. The past, present and next generation of wireless networks are 

designed based on the basic principles of one or a hybridization of any of the above mentioned 

access methods. The evolution of these wireless networks is presented in subsequent subsections 

of this section. 

1.1.1 FIRST GENERATION OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

The first generation (1G) of wireless networks became operational in 1979 [8]. The 1G of 

cellular systems is also known as analog cellular systems because the design of these cellular 

systems is based on FDMA and analog frequency modulation technology. The first mobile phone 
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system of this generation of wireless networks is called advanced mobile phone system (AMPS) 

and it is also the first United States of America (U.S.A.) cellular phone system which was 

deployed in 1983 [6].  

1.1.2 SECOND GENERATION OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

Digital modulation technique was introduced as the main modulation method in the second 

generation (2G) of cellular systems unlike its 1G counterparts that are designed based on analog 

frequency modulation schemes. This is because the 2G of wireless systems are designed based 

on either TDMA or CDMA technology. Examples of TDMA-based cellular systems include the 

global system for mobile (GSM) communications (adopted in Europe), Pacific digital cellular 

(PDC) systems (adopted in Japan) and the U.S.A. adopted interim standard 54 (IS-54). In the 2G 

of wireless systems, interim standard 95 (IS-95) was also adopted in the USA and is designed 

based on narrowband CDMA [6].  The 2G of cellular systems were standardized in the 1990s 

and were upgraded subsequently to provide higher throughput rates for improvement in modern 

internet applications so as to realize the 2.5G standards. The 2.5G networks brought in some 

popular applications such as wireless application protocol (WAP), general packet radio services 

(GPRS), enhanced data rates for GSM evolution (EDGE) and the high speed circuit switched 

data (HSCSD). 

1.1.3 THIRD GENERATION OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

The third generation (3G) of mobile phone standards (superseding the 2.5G standards) enabled 

network operators to provide users with greater network capacities by improving the spectral 

efficiency while providing improvement in telephone services such as video-calls, broadband 

wireless data and wide-area wireless voice telephony [6]. This generation of wireless networks 

are based on CDMA scheme where air interface standards such as wideband-CDMA 

(WCDMA), CMDA 2000 and time division synchronous CDMA (TD-SCDMA) were 

developed. WCDMA standards were adopted across Europe, Japan and Asia while CDMA 2000 

(which is an upgrade version of the second generation IS-95) was adopted across North America 

and South Korea. The TD-SCDMA is a 3G standard adopted in China that is based on time 

division duplexing (TDD) unlike its WCDMA and CDMA 2000 counterparts that are all based 

on frequency division duplexing (FDD). The 3G of networks introduced additional features 
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(protocol) such as high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) that aids the systems to achieve 

higher data speed communications and increased system capacity.   

1.1.4 FOURTH GENERATION OF WIRLESS NETWORKS  

It was predicted that by the end of 2014, the total number of connected devices will run over the 

total number of people in the world. It is also predicted that in 2018, the number of mobile-

connected devices across the globe will exceed ten billion [9] which explains the high demand 

for data rates and need for efficient spectrum utilization. In order to cope with the high demand 

for data rates, need for lower end-to-end latency, better system throughput and lower power 

consumption (in comparison to previous generation of networks), the fourth generation (4G) of 

mobile networks has been proposed (in 2008) [10] with specifications based on the long term 

evolution (LTE) standards for wireless broadband communication networks [11, 12]. The LTE 

project was actually initiated in 2004 by the third generation partnership project (3GPP) while 

the specifications of its first version was documented in March 2008 (by the 3GPP) known as 

release 8 (REL-8) which requires a download speed of 300 Mbits/s [13, 14]. Improved LTE 

specifications were documented in LTE release 9 (REL-9) and the recently finalized 3GPP LTE-

advanced (LTE-A) with specifications documented in release 12 (March, 2015) [15]. The 4G 

networks exploit technologies such as orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), 

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) and single carrier-FDMA (SC-FDMA) in order to deliver 

higher data rates, robustness against system interference as well as better spectrum management 

where OFDMA is adopted for downlink transmissions while SC-FDMA is adopted for uplink 

transmission [15, 16]. The specification of LTE standards require an instantaneous maximum 

downlink data rate of 100 Mbits/s (in 4G LTE) [11] to 1000 Mbits/s in LTE-A.  

1.1.5 NEXT GENERATION OF WIRELESS NETWORKS 

In communication engineering, the evolution of mobile phones into smartphones designed with 

very high screen resolutions and cameras has led to further increase demand for very high data 

rates. The future fifth generation (5G) networks is specified to offer 10 to 100 times higher user 

data rates in comparison to the current 4G networks [17], however  this emerging generation of 

networks have been designed with several other requirements that go far beyond higher data 

rates [11, 15, 16]. Some main scenarios for this generation of networks are machine type 

communication (MTC) [18, 19], tactile internet (TI) [20] and wireless regional area networks 
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(WRAN) [21] while requirements such as ultra-low latency (for TI), low power consumption (for 

MTC communications) and low out-of-band (OOB) emission are put into paramount 

consideration for this emerging generation of communication systems [22]. These requirements 

(of 5G networks) make it difficult for OFDM schemes to be considered as the main multiplexing 

technology for the next generation (xG) networks because the low power consumption 

requirements which MTC requires may not be sufficient to maintain the orthogonality of OFDM 

subcarriers as continuous and accurate synchronizations are required for this scheme [23]. It is a 

well-known fact that the CP of OFDM based schemes reduces the spectral efficiency of the 

wireless communication system, thus resulting into poor utilization of the scarce and expensive 

bandwidth [24 - 30]. The rectangular pulse shaping adopted in these schemes (OFDM) can also 

cause extensive spectral leakage to the adjacent frequency bands. Another demerit of CP-OFDM 

based schemes is the introduction of large sidelobes that may result into the creation of ISI and 

ICI as well as the introduction of large out-of-band (OOB) emissions which may cause 

interference [31, 32]. This can lead to energy wastage while giving rise to possible timing offsets 

(arising from poor carrier synchronizations) [33, 34]. The modulated signals obtained in these 

schemes usually exhibit very high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [23, 35]. Furthermore, 

the requirements of future generation networks (for instance TI applications), require short data 

bursts which make the poor bandwidth utilization of CP-OFDM based systems unsuitable for 

this generation of networks [5]. The poor bandwidth utilization of these systems makes them 

unsuitable for WRAN applications as the duration of the CIR is in the range of tenths of 

microseconds [36]. All these shortcomings of OFDM transmission technology make it not to be 

the most promising multiplexing scheme for the xG networks. Alternative filter bank MCM 

technologies have been proposed as promising candidates to address these shortcomings (of CP-

OFDM based schemes) for the next generation of mobile systems. These filter bank technologies 

include orthogonal frequency division multiplexing based on offset quadrature amplitude 

modulation (OFDM/OQAM), universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) [37], bi-orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (BFDM) [38, 39], and generalized frequency division 

multiplexing (GFDM) [40] based schemes. An introduction to these waveforms for 5G networks 

is given in Section 1.2. 
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO MCM AND WAVEFORMS FOR 5G NETWORKS 

The speedy growth of wireless communication in recent years has placed huge demands on 

available frequency spectrum, making it a scarce resource [41]. In multicarrier modulation 

(MCM) schemes, data can easily be transmitted simultaneously over a set of multiple 

narrowband subcarriers. In these schemes, a wideband signal is split (at high symbol rate) into 

multiple lower rate signals where each low rate signal is modulated onto a narrowband 

subchannel (also known as subcarrier) [42] as illustrated in Fig. 1.1 (a).  Multicarrier modulation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

schemes offer several advantages over their single carrier modulation (SCM) counterparts. One 

notable advantage is in their ability to offer higher spectral efficiency as compared to SCM 

schemes due to the overlapping of subcarriers [43]. The basic design principle of SCM schemes 

is shown in Fig 1.1 (b). 
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Fig. 1.1 Illustration of (a) single carrier vs (b) multicarrier modulation schemes 
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Three main multiplexing techniques have been identified in literature for the efficient sharing of 

a communication channel among several users. The techniques are the frequency division 

multiplexing (FDM) (which is based on FDMA method), time division multiplexing (TDM) 

(based on TDMA) and code division multiplexing (CDM) (based on CDMA scheme). The FDM 

scheme adopted in 1G networks is known to exhibit insufficient spectral efficiency as the total 

signal bandwidth are divided into multiple non-overlapping subchannels (with guard bands) that 

results into excessive bandwidth wastage [44]. Recently, an improved version of FDM scheme 

(which is one of the most reliable and efficient multiplexing technology in telecommunication 

engineering designed to offer higher data rates and spectral efficiency) named orthogonal 

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with cyclic prefix (CP) (i.e. CP-OFDM) has been 

proposed to deal with the bandwidth wastage of the 1G FDM schemes [44, 45] by overlapping 

the subchannels where the sidebands of individual carriers overlap without creating ICI as 

individual subcarriers are made to be orthogonal to one another. This transmission technology 

(which adopts the use of rectangular pulse shaping [46]) offers robustness against multipath 

fading [23, 47] as a result of the CP insertion while providing easy implementation based on 

inverse fast Fourier transform/fast Fourier transform (IFFT/FFT) [23, 47 - 49]. Due to these 

improvements, CP-OFDM is recommended as the main multiple access method for the 4G of 

wireless communication systems based on long term evolution (LTE).  

Despite these improvements of CP based OFDM transmission technology, it is not considered as 

the most promising multiplexing scheme for the neXt generation (xG) of wireless networks (as 

highlighted in Subsection 1.1.5). Currently, the xG of wireless networks is the emerging fifth 

generation (5G) wireless network and its design is based on filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) 

technology. Filter bank multicarrier based schemes with offset quadrature amplitude modulation 

(FBMC/OQAM) provide an alternative modulation scheme that limits the short comings of CP-

based OFDM systems by the elimination of CP. Hence, this results in higher spectral efficiency 

including provision of enhanced robustness to synchronization errors [50]. One good example of 

the FBMC/OQAM scheme is OFDM/OQAM. Generalized frequency division multiplexing is 

considered as a flexible filter bank multicarrier modulation waveform and it is the most 

promising candidate for the emerging 5G networks [23, 51]. This is because it combines the 

qualities of CP-OFDM and filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based systems by employing the use of 

CP and well-designed prototype filters. Each subcarrier is modulated onto a well-designed pulse 
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shaped filter in GFDM-based schemes where subcarriers’ orthogonality may be lost. In 

compensation, this research adopts the near orthogonality properties of OQAM schemes to 

improve the throughput of GFDM-based systems. In literature, the structure of GFDM systems 

has been fairly considered specifically for GFDM systems based on QAM (GFDM/QAM) while 

GFDM schemes based on OQAM (GFDM/OQAM) is not well studied in literature. More details 

of the GFDM scheme are given in Chapter 4, Section 4.3. Fig. 1.2 presents the FBMC 

waveforms that are been considered for the xG of wireless networks. Chapter 2 elaborates more 

on this classification.  

Filter Bank Multicarrier 
Modulation Scheme

OFDM

OFDM/QAM

UFMC BFDM GFDM

OFDM/OQAM

 

 

1.3 INTRODUCTION TO CHANNEL ESTIMATION  

The transmitted symbols of a baseband signal are usually corrupted by noise as they propagate 

through the communication channel. They usually experience detrimental effects such as 

multipath propagation and fading which eventually makes it difficult for accurate detection of 

the transmitted symbols. For accurate detection of the transmitted symbols, accurate channel 

estimation (CE) is required [52]. Channel estimation makes it possible for the receiver to 

approximate the channel impulse response (CIR) of the communication channel and to 

predict/understand the effects of the communication channel on the transmitted symbols. It is 

needed for perfect reconstruction of the transmitted symbols. Several channel estimation 

algorithms have been proposed in literature for general wireless communication systems 

(including filter bank OFDM/OQAM systems). Some of these algorithms are briefly highlighted 

Fig. 1.2 Possible MC modulation schemes under consideration for the emerging 5G 
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in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. Some linear and adaptive CE schemes have not been analysed for 

OFDM/OQAM-based systems. Furthermore, no channel estimation scheme has been considered 

for GFDM/OQAM -based systems. In this dissertation, some existing CE algorithms are adopted 

to predict the channel impulse response of the time varying frequency selective Rayleigh fading 

channel for OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers under near perfect 

reconstruction (NPR) and Non-perfect reconstruction (Non-PR) of filter banks. These CE 

algorithms include the least squares (LS), linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE), least 

mean square (LMS), normalized LMS (NLMS) and recursive least square (RLS) based CE 

schemes. These CE algorithms are properly described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4 and in the 

appendix. 

1.4 RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

A number of channel estimation schemes have been proposed for filter bank OFDM/OQAM in 

literature, however the performances of LMMSE and all the proposed adaptive channel 

estimators presented in this dissertation have not been analysed before for this waveform. 

Similarly, few works have been reported in literature to investigate the performances of channel 

estimation in GFDM-based transceivers (usually QAM-based GFDM). The performances of 

channel estimation schemes have not been analysed for filter bank GFDM/OQAM in literature. It 

is also important to note that the techniques deployed so far for these filter bank waveforms are 

implemented assuming NPR design of the analysis and synthesis filter banks. In Non-PR of filter 

banks (which is not considered in literature), the synthesis and analysis filters are designed with 

different prototype filters. A random error is introduced to the analysis filter impulse response so 

as to yield non perfection as proposed in this dissertation. The performances of these proposed 

channel estimation schemes (as highlighted in Section 1.3) are then analyzed and compared with 

one another under both design conditions of NPR and Non-PR at different Doppler rates for the 

filter bank structures in frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel.  

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The main question to be addressed in this dissertation is “how well can the proposed channel 

estimation schemes (i.e. LS, LMMSE, LMS, NLMS and RLS) perform in comparison with one 

another for filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers in both slow and 

fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel under assumptions of NPR and Non-PR design 
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of finite impulse response prototype filter in terms of normalized mean square error (NMSE) and 

bit error rate (BER) at various levels of signal to noise ratio (SNR)?” 

Two sub-questions that partly address the main question can be itemized as: 

i) How well will the linear channel estimators perform in comparison to each other 

under slow and fast fading frequency selective Rayleigh channel in conditions of 

Non-PR and NPR filter design for both filter bank OFDM/OQAM and 

GFDM/OQAM waveform?  

ii) What will be the performance of the adaptive CE schemes in comparison to the linear 

schemes under the same conditions mentioned above? 

1.6 METHODOLOGY 

The following methodologies are employed to address the research questions. 

a) Intensive literature survey to identify channel estimation techniques that have not been 

adopted for filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based systems.  

b) System model designed for the filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based 

systems assuming NPR and Non-PR under time varying channel conditions.  

c) Development of well-designed mathematical models that describe the proposed filter 

bank systems (i.e. OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM). 

d) Performance analysis of proposed channel estimation schemes via software-based 

computer simulations (using MATLAB programming language) for filter bank 

OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers under both assumptions of NPR 

and Non-PR. 

1.7  DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION 

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives the basic 

structure of FBMC systems and also identifies and classifies the waveforms for next generation 

of wireless networks. It gives an overview of filter bank designs. In Chapter 3, a literature review 

analysis of channel estimation techniques that have been adopted for general wireless 

communication systems as well as for FBMC/OQAM-based systems is presented. This chapter 

also reviews mechanisms of propagation in wireless communication channels while Chapter 4 

presents a comprehensive system model description and system analysis of the two investigated 
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FBMC waveforms (OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM). In Chapter 5, simulation results are 

presented to answer the research questions as implemented using MATLAB programming 

language, while Chapter 6 concludes the works presented in this dissertation.  

The appendix section of this dissertation contains extra information that can help interested 

readers to further understand detailed derivations of the proposed channel estimation schemes. 

This presents a broad mathematical and technical description of the proposed channel estimation 

schemes that are applicable for estimating fading channel coefficients in the filter bank 

multicarrier waveforms. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF FILTER BANK MULTICARRIER SYSTEMS  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this dissertation, two filter bank multicarrier waveforms (as briefly introduced in Chapter 1) 

are identified and selected for investigation for the emerging next generation of wireless 

networks. These waveforms are the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing schemes based 

on offset quadrature amplitude modulation and generalized frequency division multiplexing with 

offset quadrature amplitude modulation. Since the fundamental building blocks of these 

waveforms are based on filtering, Section 2.2 of this dissertation gives a general overview of 

filter design while Section 2.3 describes the conventional design of FBMC-based systems. It 

presents the elementary structure of FBMC-based transceivers and also gives a comprehensive 

classification of FBMC waveforms in literature (including potential waveforms for the emerging 

fifth generation of wireless systems). It is important to note that a meticulous review of “analysis 

and synthesis” filter banks of FBMC schemes is paramount in making explicit designs of these 

schemes. These filter banks (analysis and synthesis) are usually designed based on some FBMC 

structures such as exponentially and cosine modulated filter banks which are also expatiated in 

this chapter.  

2.2 OVERVIEW OF FILTER DESIGN  

One of the most fundamental building blocks of filter bank multicarrier waveforms is a well-

designed prototype filter. A review of filter design will provide more understanding to the basic 

design requirements of FBMC waveforms (which are already potential air interfaces for the 

emerging 5G networks). A filter can be defined as a frequency selective circuit that is designed 

to pass signals of a particular frequency band while attenuating signals of other frequencies [53]. 

Filters are generally employed to eliminate (or minimize) unwanted system features such as 

interference, noise and distortions. Filters are classified in many ways which could depend on the 

functions they are required to perform or based on their physical structures (i.e. components 

used). Hence, filters may be broadly classified as analog/digital filters (based on function) or 

active/passive filters (based on structure), etc. Passive filters are filters that are designed with the 

use of passive components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, relays, etc., while active filters 
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are designed with the aid of active components (such as transistors, integrated circuits, diodes) 

and passive components.    

Digital filters (also known as discrete-time filters) are employed in digital signal processing 

(DSP) mainly for the separation of digital signals that are combined together and for the 

restoration of distorted signals. The implementation of digital filters can be realized by 

convolution or by recursion. Convolution filters are known as finite impulse response (FIR) 

filters while recursion filters are known as infinite impulse response (IIR) filters. All filters are 

classified based on their frequency response characteristics [53 - 55]. In the design of digital 

filters, the frequencies that are allowed to pass through are known as pass-band frequencies [54], 

whereas, the rejected (or attenuated) frequencies can be referred to as stop-band frequencies. 

Based on this information, filters are classified as low-pass filters, high-pass filters, band-pass 

filters, band-stop filters (also known as band-reject filters) and all-pass filters. Low-pass filters 

allow signals of low frequencies to pass through while rejecting signals above its cut-off 

frequencies and high-pass filters eliminate frequencies below its cut-off frequency while 

allowing signals of high frequencies to pass through. Band-pass filters allow signals within a 

certain range of frequencies to pass through while attenuating all other frequencies. On the other 

hand, band-stop filters allow all frequencies to pass through while attenuating a certain range of 

frequencies. Finally, all-pass filters are used to allow all frequencies to pass through, however 

they change the phase of the passing signals without changing their amplitude.  

2.2.1 REVIEW OF DIGITAL FILTERS 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, digital filters can be classified into FIR and IIR filters depending on 

the method of design or their characteristics [53, 56]. An FIR filter is a digital filter that has a 

finite duration of impulse response. These filters are reverse cases of the IIR filters since there is 

no feedback of output signals into input, hence can be named non-recursive filters [53, 57]. The 

impulse responses of these filters are finite because of the absence of feedback. The structure of 

FIR filters consist of series of multipliers, delays and adders coupled together to give an output. 

This design makes these filters suitable for designing multirate filters. Some methods (or 

techniques) used for designing FIR filters include windowing, frequency sampling and equiripple 

approximation [53, 58]. The finite length impulse response of the FIR filters is obtained by 

truncating an infinite length impulse response. The truncation of an infinite duration sequence to 
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yield a finite response is termed windowing. Some functions are used to perform windowing. 

Examples of such functions include rectangular, Barlett, Hanning, Hamming and Blackman 

windowing functions. Infinite impulse response filters are digital filters that have an infinite 

duration of impulse response. They are also called recursive filters because they are designed to 

use the feedback signals obtained from the system output. These types of filters have nonlinear 

phase and are usually unstable. Some examples are [53, 57, 59], Butterworth filters, Chebyshev 

type I and Chebyshev type II filters, Elliptic filters and Bessel filters. 

2.2.2 OVERVIEW OF MULTIRATE FILTERS 

One basic concept that is adopted in DSP is the concept of sampling rate [60]. Sampling rate 

conversion involves the conversion of a signal from a given rate to a different rate. It is worthy to 

note that systems that adopt multiple sampling rates in DSP are known as multirate digital signal 

processing systems. These systems employ the use of multirate filters which are classified into 

hybrid and polyphase filters. Polyphase filters have demonstrated good performances, hence 

proving to be an excellent multirate filter that can be effectively adopted to solve wireless 

communication problems [60]. Multirate filters find useful applications in digital audio and 

video processing, speech coding, image compression, adaptive signal processing, scrambling and 

software define radios, etc. [60 - 63]. 

Multirate filtering is adopted in modern DSP systems to connect two digital systems together that 

have different sampling rates. It is based on two filtering techniques namely decimation and 

interpolation [64 - 67].  

2.2.2.1 INTERPOLATION IN MULTIRATE FILTERING 

In multirate systems, interpolation is a sampling rate conversion technique that is adopted to 

remove the effects of imaging through the use of an interpolation filter while increasing the 

sampling rate of the signal using an interpolator (also known as upsampler or expander). 

Upsampling is used to increase the sampling rate of a signal by the insertion of an integral 

number of samples (zeros) between consecutive samples of input signals. Fig. 2.1 shows a 

simple diagrammatic representation of an interpolation process that consist of an expander (of 

factor  ) and an interpolation filter (with response (       ) while Fig. 2.2 shows a simple 

illustration of interpolation where zeros are inserted between consecutive samples. 
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2.2.2.2 DECIMATION IN MULTIRATE FILTERING 

Decimation is a sampling rate conversion technique that is usually adopted at the receiver of a 

communication system to suppress aliasing by the use of a decimation filter and a downsampler 

[68]. Other names for downsamplers are sub-samplers, compressors and decimators. They are 

used to reduce the sampling rate of a signal by a factor   as shown in Fig. 2.3. The process of 

decimation is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.1 Structure of interpolation in multirate filtering 

Fig. 2.2 Time domain plot showing the process of signal Interpolation for 𝑀 = 2 
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2.2.2.3 DESIGN OF POLYPHASE FILTERS 

When designing an FBMC system, the first step is to design a low-pass prototype filter that 

meets the requirements of NPR or PR. For filter bank systems, the frequency response of the 

filter at various subcarriers is shown in Fig. 2.5 where the subcarrier spacing    equals     with 

  being the signaling period. 
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Fig. 2.3 Structure of decimation in multirate filtering 

Fig. 2.4 Time domain plot showing the process of signal decimation for 𝑀 = 2 
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In [69], three kinds of prototype filters are analyzed and compared for the design of FBMC-

based systems. The author’s proposed prototype filter model (in this paper) named Farhang 

offers the best performance when it comes to sidelobe suppression in comparison to the widely 

used square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) filter as well as another discrete-time square root Nyquist 

filter model designed in [70]. The prototype filters are adopted for designing interpolation and 

decimation filters.  It has earlier been mentioned that Fig. 2.1 depicts the basic structure of 

implementing interpolation in FBMC systems which is usually incorporated into the system with 

the aim of prevent imaging. This figure can be further developed to form the basic structure of 

interpolation in polyphase filter banks over   subcarriers as shown in Fig. 2.6 [71]. The discrete, 

real input signal        of Fig. 2.1 is split to yield   sub-band signals by use of synthesis 

bandpass filters whose impulse response is given as        in order to realize the polyphase 

representation shown in Fig. 2.6. 
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Fig. 2.5 Typical frequency response of a uniform filter bank 

Fig. 2.6 Basic structure of interpolation in polyphase filters 
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In a similar manner, Fig. 2.3 shows the process of decimation in multirate systems that are 

usually adopted for combating the effects of aliasing. This figure can be used as a foundation to 

develop an efficient implementation structure for polyphase decimation as shown in Fig. 2.7. 
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2.3 INTRODUCTION TO FILTER BANK MULTICARRIER SYSTEMS  

One good application of multirate filters in communication engineering is in the design of filter 

bank multicarrier-based transceivers. In this section, the general structure of FBMC systems 

(which is based on multirate filtering) is discussed in Subsection 2.3.1. Subsection 2.3.2 

identifies and classifies the waveforms for next generation of wireless systems. These waveforms 

can be built (or designed) using FBMC structures, such as exponentially or cosine modulated 

filter banks.  

2.3.1 GENERAL STRUCTURE OF FBMC SYSTEMS 

A digital filter bank multicarrier-based transceiver is made up of two filter banks namely 

synthesis filter bank (SFB) and analysis filter bank (AFB) [64, 72]. The synthesis filter bank is 

positioned at the transmitter while the analysis filter bank is found at the receiver. It is designed 

with   digital filters arranged in a parallel configuration [64, 72]. The synthesis filter combines 

  signals at the transmitter into a single signal that is ready for transmission over a channel. This 

single signal can be referred to as the reconstructed signal. In perfect reconstruction of filter 

banks, the output signal is a delayed replica of the input signal [73]. In practical applications, the 

Fig. 2.7 Basic structure of Decimation in polyphase filters 
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output signal is designed to achieve nearly perfect reconstruction. Just like the design of 

decimation and interpolation filters discussed in Subsection 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2, the synthesis 

filter bank is designed with an interpolation filter and an upsampler while the analysis filter is 

designed with a decimation filter and a downsampler. This makes multirate filters to be linear 

periodically time-varying systems because they are made up of linear filters and also perform 

time varying linear operations (such as decimation) [74]. A diagrammatic representation of the 

basic structure of digital filter banks is shown in Fig. 2.8 [50, 75]. This figure is an FBMC 

system because it is designed to offer multi-rate filtering where the sampling rate of the input 

symbols        (at transmitter) is increased using an interpolator and then filtered with a low-

pass anti-imaging filter        so as to remove images of the input spectrum.  In other words, 

this system is adopted to connect and transmit the input symbols          over the fading 

channel by converting the symbols into higher rates using an SFB so as to enhance efficient data 

transmission over the frequency selective multipath fading channel for higher data rates and 

spectral efficiency. This upsampling of input symbols at SFB is performed in order to ensure that 

the sampling rate of the signals at receiver input is the same which is subsequently decimated at 

the AFB by filtering the received signals using the anti-aliasing filter          for the purpose of 

combating aliasing where the signal is then downsampled appropriately to obtain  ̂      in order 

to ensure efficient demodulation and detection of the received symbols. Fig. 2.6 and 2.7 are 

combined via a communication channel to realize this general structure of FBMC systems. 
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Fig. 2.8 General structure of FBMC-based transceivers 
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One effective way of implementing FBMC-based schemes assuming NPR is by realizing the system 

through the use of DFT-based polyphase filter bank model. The IFFT block is used to transform the 

input signal from the frequency domain to the time domain. Fig. 2.9 presents the basic structure of 

DFT-based filter bank that is realized through polyphase filtering. This system is adopted and 

analyzed in the filter bank OFDM/OQAM system model described in Chapter 4.     
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When polyphase filtering structures are employed to implement the FBMC-based system, the 

type 1 synthesis polyphase filter at SFB is given as [76, 77]:   

   ̇           ̇                                                                                                                                     

where    ̇    is the synthesis filter impulse response of the  th subcarrier at time  ̇. The symbol 

  is the total number of subcarriers while   is the FIR of the low-pass prototype filter.  

The type 2 polyphase filters realized at the receivers SFB is given as [76, 77]:  

   ̇       ̇        

                           ̇                                                                                                                   

 

Fig. 2.9 Polyphase realization of DFT-based FBMC transmitter   
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The FBMC scheme can be implemented using OQAM pre-processing at the transmitter. This is 

achieved to maintain the orthogonality of subcarriers at all-time instants [78] where the complex 

QAM input symbols are staggered into real and imaginary parts by a delay, thus increasing the 

sample rate by a factor of 2. Fig. 2.11 shows the OQAM staggering for even indexed subcarriers 

[78] while the delay     is located at the upper branch having the imaginary parts.  
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Fig. 2.10 Polyphase realization of DFT based FBMC receiver   

Fig. 2.11 OQAM staggering for even indexed subcarriers   
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2.3.2 WAVEFORMS FOR 5G NETWORKS 

The waveforms under current investigation and consideration for the emerging 5G networks 

include orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with offset quadrature amplitude modulation, 

universal filtered multicarrier  [37], bi-orthogonal frequency division multiplexing [38, 39], and 

generalized frequency division multiplexing [23] based schemes. These schemes are all examples 

of FBMC transmission technology and are usually based on discrete Fourier transform (DFT). 

Hence, they are also classified as DFT-based FBMC systems. Other FBMC transmission 

technologies include discrete wavelet multitone (DWMT) [79, 80], filtered multitone (FMT) [47] 

and cosine modulated multitones [81] which are built based on discrete wavelet transforms 

(DWT). Fig. 2.12 shows the FBMC schemes based on modulation type. 
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The DWT-based FBMC systems employ the use of wavelet packet transforms (WPT) unlike the 

DFT-based FBMC systems. In wavelet transform, a particular signal of interest is decomposed 

into a set of waveforms known as wavelets [82]. When DFT is employed, two sets of functions 

associated with low pass and high pass filtering namely scaling and wavelet function are 

incorporated [82]. In this system, the time domain signal is decomposed into different frequency 

bands using high-pass and low-pass filters. The incoming signal is passed through a half-band 

high-pass filter and a half-band low-pass filter where the former removes all frequencies below 

half of the highest frequency of incoming signal and the latter removes frequencies that are 

below half of the highest frequency of the incoming signal [82].   

Fig. 2.12 Classification of FBMC schemes based on modulation 
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As shown in Fig. 2.12, OFDM/QAM is an FBMC system based on DFT while DWMT is an 

FBMC system based on DWT [83]. Their respective transceiver structures are very similar 

except that DFT is used as transformation in the receiver of the former while DWT is adopted as 

transformation for the latter. Inverse DFT (IDFT) and inverse DWT (IDWT) are implemented in 

their respective transmitters. The block diagrams of Fig. 2.13 (a) and (b) clearly show the main 

difference in structure of these two FBMC-based transceivers (i.e. OFDM/QAM and DWMT) 

using QAM modulation scheme. It is observed from this figure that the basic difference between 

DFT and DWT-based systems can be found at the transformation block. 
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Fig. 2.13 Block diagram of (a) DFT vs. (b) DWT based FBMC systems  
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The low-pass FIR prototype synthesis and analysis filters of the FBMC schemes mentioned in 

Fig. 2.12 (for both DFT and DWT-based FBMC systems) can be implemented using various 

FBMC structures such as exponentially modulated filter banks (EMFB) [84], cosine modulated 

filter banks (CMFB) [85, 86], modified discrete Fourier transform (MDFT) [87] and extended 

lapped transforms (ELT) [88]. The structures of these FBMC systems are presented in 

Subsection 2.3.3. 

2.3.3 TYPES OF FBMC STRUCTURES 

The FBMC schemes considered for 5G networks can be designed based on discrete Fourier 

transforms. The synthesis and analysis filter banks for these schemes can be implemented using 

FBMC structures such as EMFB, CMFB and MDFT. Fig. 2.14 shows the classification of these 

FBMC structures. 
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Type I
MDFTFB

Type II
MDFTFB

 

 

2.3.3.1 DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM FILTER BANKS 

An appropriate complex modulation of low-pass prototype filter can be used to realize linear-

phase analysis and synthesis filters. The implementation of filter banks by use of complex 

modulation results in DFT filter banks which is implemented based on IDFT/DFT and use of 

polyphase filters [53, 65].  DFT filter banks can be referred to as special kinds of EMFB, 

however, they differ in the way they are sampled and in the way their channels are stacked [53]. 

The general block diagram of discrete Fourier transform filter banks is given in Fig. 2.8.  

Fig. 2.14 Classification of FBMC filter structures 
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In realizing the synthesis and analysis filters for a DFT-based filter bank, all the subchannel 

filters are generated from the symmetrical, zero-phase, real-valued low-pass prototype filter 

     using complex modulation as shown in (2.3) [80, 89]: 

              ( 
    

 
)                                                                                                                       

where   is the subcarrier index,               –    and   is the number of subcarriers. 

To realize the time domain expression for the causal (or delayed) analysis filters, the prototype 

filter      is delayed by (    )  ⁄  samples as given in (2.4) [89]: 

        [(   
(    )

 
)   ]                                                                                                              

Comparing (2.3) with (2.4), equation (2.5) is obtained as: 
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where                 ,               –    and    is the length of prototype filter impulse 

response. The synthesis and analysis filters for this system (phase delayed filters) are identical, 

hence, the synthesis filter bank impulse response is given as: 

               [(   
(    )

 
)]    [ 

   

 
 (   (

    

 
))]                                        

2.3.3.2 MODIFIED DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM FILTER BANKS 

Due to the fact that discrete Fourier transform-based complex modulated filter banks suffer from 

aliasing [53, 89], a modified version of DFT named MDFT is proposed to cancel the aliasing 

effects of DFT-based filter banks. The MDFT filter bank can be defined as a complex modulated 

  channel filter bank that has two step downsampling of the subband signals where decimation 

by two is accomplished with and without delay after subsampling the sampling rate (by    ) 

has been achieved [76]. 

The modifications of the DFT filter banks to yield the MDFT filter banks are as follows: 
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i) MDFT consists of complex modulated  -channel filter banks having two-step 

compression of the subband signals. The received signal is decimated by     while 

another down sampling is performed by a factor of two, with and without delay of 

one sampling period. 

ii) The input signal is complex valued. The real or imaginary part is used in the 2M sub-

bands.  

The MDFT filter banks can be classified as Type I and Type II MDFT filter banks based on the 

expressions of the synthesis and analysis filter bank impulse responses. The impulse response of 

the synthesis and analysis filter banks for Type I MDFT-based filter banks is given as (2.7) and 

(2.8) respectively [53]. 
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where   is the delay of the system and              –     

Fig. 2.15 shows the structure of Type I MDFT filter banks which is achieved from the DFT filter 

bank structure with modifications on the subsampling stages of this filter bank [86, 90, 91].  
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Type II MDFT filter banks also have similar structure, however the analysis and synthesis filter 

banks are modelled differently as [53]: 
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where                    –     In this structure, the imaginary part in the delayed branch and 

the real part in the direct branch of the sub-band are chosen. They find more application in block 

filtering and sub-band coding [53, 92]. 

2.3.3.3 EXPONENTIALLY MODULATED FILTER BANKS  

When the prototype filter impulse responses are modulated exponentially, the resulting filter 

banks are known as exponentially modulated filter banks. These filter banks can either be 

implemented independently or from a combination of both cosine and sine modulated filter 

banks and also from ELT [88, 93]. If independent modulation is considered, the synthesis and 

analysis filter bank impulse response are given as [77, 94]: 

                ( 
    

 
)                                                                                                                 

         [         ]     [         ]    ( 
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)))                     

where        is the real-valued low-pass prototype filter impulse response,   is the subcarrier 

index for               –   ,   is the number of subcarriers while   is the time index given as 

               .     is the length of the prototype filter impulse response. 

From this complex modulation of filter impulse response in EMFB, it is evident that the 

synthesis filter bank impulse responses given in (2.11) are complex valued. If these filter banks 

are implemented using DFT, they are known as complex-modulated DFT filter banks. Another 

efficient implementation of EMFB is given by the two times oversampled EMFB [95]. Based on 
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this filter bank structure, the synthesis filter impulse response of the    channel EMFB is given 

using cosine and sine modulate sub-filters as [88]: 
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where                ,   is earlier defined as in (2.3) and    √  .  

The analysis filter is a time-reversed and complex-conjugated version of the corresponding 

synthesis filter given as [95]: 
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2.3.3.4 COSINE MODULATED FILTER BANKS  

In CMFBs, subcarrier filters with real coefficients are derived from single low-pass prototype 

filters through the use of cosine modulation [88, 96], hence filter banks that are designed based 

on cosine modulation are known as CMFB [53]. CMFB can be implemented to achieve near 

perfect reconstruction [96 - 98] or perfect reconstruction [99 - 101] and one useful way of 

implementing CMFB is by modifying EMFB. The coefficients of the output filter banks in 

CMFB are real unlike in EMFB where the filter coefficients are complex. The most common 
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way of implementing CMFBs involve the use of low-pass FIR prototype filter     . If    is the 

length of the prototype filter      given as         , where   and   are the overlapping 

factor and number of channels respectively, then the synthesis and analysis filter banks for this 

design of CMFB is obtained using cosine modulation of the prototype filter      as given in 

(2.18) and (2.19) as [88, 96, 101 - 103]: 
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where   is the subcarrier index,               –    and   is the symbol index,               . 

Equations        and        imply that the synthesis filters are time reversed versions of the 

analysis filters given as [75, 96, 104]   

               [      ]                                                                                                                       

2.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In this chapter, an overview of the basic concepts of digital filtering is presented. Due to the fact 

that multirate digital signal processing has attracted the interests of researchers over the last two 

decades as a result of the current need for higher data rates and spectral efficiency, a brief review 

of multirate filtering has been discussed (in this chapter) since the building blocks of future 

generation networks are designed based on the fundamental principles of multirate filtering. The 

general structure of various types of FBMC systems has been highlighted as they provide the 

elementary principles and operation that the waveforms under consideration for xG of wireless 

networks are based. The potential waveforms for the emerging 5G networks are also mentioned 

and briefly discussed since their structures are built on the fundamental principles and operations 

of multirate filtering. The two proposed waveforms for xG networks in this dissertation (filter 

bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM) also have their structures built on the basics of 

multirate filtering.     
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CHAPTER THREE 

FUNDAMENTALS OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION  

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

As transmitting symbols propagate through the wireless communication channel, they experience 

several harmful effects such as multipath propagation and signal attenuation (fading). Channel 

estimation is a useful wireless communication technique that is adopted to ensure accurate 

detection of the transmitting signals. In this dissertation, two promising filter bank multicarrier 

waveforms (which are potential candidates for the emerging next generation of wireless 

networks (5G)) have been identified and investigated. These FBMC waveforms are 

OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based systems. For eminent understanding of the basic 

concepts and need to deploy channel estimation in the proposed transceivers, a good 

understanding of propagation of signals (in wireless channel) is required, hence the mechanisms 

of propagation in wireless channels are reviewed in this chapter. 

The structure of this chapter is outlined as follows. Section 3.2 reviews the mechanism of 

propagation in wireless channels, while Section 3.3  gives a detailed review on the basics of 

multipath propagation and fading in general wireless communication systems. Section 3.4 

presents an introduction to the basic concepts of CE while providing reviews of CE schemes that 

have been reported in literature for some useful communication technologies. Section 3.5 gives a 

review of CE schemes that have been reported for the two proposed FBMC waveforms under 

investigation in this dissertation while Section 3.6 summarizes and concludes this chapter. 

3.2 MECHANISM OF PROPAGATION IN WIRELESS CHANNEL 

In the design of typical mobile-radio systems, there is need for information to be transmitted 

from a fixed base station to the moving mobile unit. The information to be sent are modulated 

and transmitted in waveforms over a wireless channel. As the signals travel via the wireless 

channel to the receiver, terrain objects such as cars, buildings, trees, mountains and hills, etc. 

obstruct the line of sight (LOS) path of propagation which makes the propagating symbols to 

experience some undesirable effects. Due to the harmful effects of these obstructions, the signals 

experience reflection, diffraction and scattering (as shown in Fig. 3.1) making them to arrive at 
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the receiver via multiple reflective paths with different time delays, amplitudes and phases in a 

propagation phenomenon described as multipath propagation [105 - 109].  
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3.3 MULTIPATH PROPAGATION AND FADING IN WIRELESS CHANNELS 

As mentioned in Section 3.2, transmitting signals can experience multipath propagation and 

fading. This section gives a more detailed description of these propagation mechanisms as 

presented in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively.  

3.3.1 THE CONCEPT OF MULTIPATH PROPAGATION 

As described in Section 3.2, propagation mechanisms such as reflection, diffraction and 

scattering can make the propagating symbols arrive via several paths in a phenomenon termed 

multipath propagation. These mechanisms are briefly described in subsequent subsections.  

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Basic concept of signal propagation in wireless channel 
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3.3.1.1 REFLECTION OF PROPAGATING SYMBOLS 

In mobile communication systems, reflection is a basic propagation mechanism (having negative 

impact on propagating symbols) that occurs when the transmitting electromagnetic signal 

impinges on terrains with very large dimensions in comparison to the wavelength of the 

travelling waves [105]. It usually occurs when the propagating wave strikes the ground surface, 

walls and furniture (for indoor), etc. Reflection leads to partial refraction of the propagating 

waves [105]. 

3.3.1.2 DIFFRACTION OF PROPAGATING SYMBOLS 

Diffraction is a propagation phenomenon that occurs when the transmission path between the 

transmitter and receiver is interrupted by surfaces with sharp edges [105]. In this propagation 

phenomenon, the travelling electromagnetic waves are bent around the obstacle even when there 

is no LOS path between the transmitter and the receiver, hence causing secondary waves to be 

formed behind the obstructing body [108] as shown in Fig. 3.1.   

3.3.1.3  SCATTERING OF PROPAGATING SYMBOLS 

This phenomenon occurs when travelling radio waves impinge upon large rough surfaces (i.e. 

when number of obstacles per unit volume is large). If the channel consists of objects with very 

small dimensions as compared to the wavelength of the wave, scattering is bound to occur [108] 

causing the reflected energy to scatter (spread out) in all directions. In urban centres, 

environmental objects like lampposts, foliage and street signs and hills can cause transmitting 

symbols to scatter. 

3.3.2  FADING TYPES IN WIRELESS CHANNELS 

The received signal is usually attenuated as it encounters various environmental obstacles in the 

wireless radio channel leading to fading of the transmitted signals. Several kinds of fading can be 

experienced. The kind of fading experienced by the transmitting signals as they propagate 

through the wireless channel depends on channel characteristics and the nature of the transmitted 

signal [108]. Based on this, fading may be classified as large or small scale.  

3.3.2.1 LARGE SCALE FADING 

 Large scale fading results from the average signal power attenuation (or path loss) due to motion 

over large areas [108]. Factors affecting this type of fading include prominent terrain contours 
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such as forests, hills, buildings, bill boards, etc. that are positioned between the base station and 

the receiver. These obstructions result into shadowing of the propagating signals.  

3.3.2.2 SMALL SCALE FADING 

Small scale fading on the other hand results from changes in the signal amplitude and phase 

experienced from small changes in the spatial separation between the transmitter and receiver. 

Fig. 3.2 shows the various types of signal fading as mentioned. 
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Fading due to 
multipath delay spread 

(Signal dispersion/spreading)

Fading due to Doppler spread
(Time Variation of the channel)

Frequency 
Selective Fading
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As shown in Fig. 3.2, small scale fading may be due to multipath delay spread or based on 

Doppler spread. Multipath delay spread fading results into time spreading of the signal (i.e. 

signal dispersion) which gives rise to frequency selective and flat fading while fading based on 

Doppler spread results into time variance of the channel [107]. The channel is time variant 

because there are propagation path variations as a result of the motion between the base station 

transmitter and the moving receiver, hence leading to either slow or fast fading. 

The received signal experiences frequency selective fading if the bandwidth of the transmitted 

signal is larger than the bandwidth of the channel at constant gain and linear phase response 

[107]. In this type of fading, the received signals are scattered (or dispersed), attenuated and time 

delayed and contain several versions of the transmitted signal resulting into Inter-symbol 

Interference (ISI). The received signal on the other hand experience flat fading if the bandwidth 

Fig. 3.2 Types of fading in mobile communication systems  
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of the transmitted signal is less than the bandwidth of the channel at constant gain and linear 

phase response. It is the most common fading type experienced in practice where the signal 

strength varies with time as a result of changes in the channel gain. It is basically caused by the 

detrimental effects of multipath propagation. 

A channel may either experience fast fading or slow fading as a result of Doppler spread. This is 

subject to how fast or slow the transmitting baseband signal varies in comparison to the time rate 

of change of the channel. Fast fading channels are characterized by a rapid change in CIR within 

symbol duration. In other words, fast fading deals with the rate of change of the channel due to 

motion. In this fading, the symbol period of the transmitted baseband signal is much greater than 

the coherence time of the channel. This eventually leads to distortion of the transmitted signal 

[107]. The CIR varies at a much slower rate when compared to the symbol period of the 

transmitted baseband signal in slow fading channel conditions. The Doppler spread of the 

channel is considered far less than the bandwidth of the transmitted baseband signal when viewed 

in the frequency domain. 

3.4 OVERVIEW OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION  

As described in Section 3.2 and 3.3, the transmitting symbols propagating through the frequency 

selective Rayleigh fading channel are usually corrupted by the channel in a random manner 

through fading that result from its interaction with environmental objects and also from the 

addition of noise that could be additive thermal noise, man-made noise or atmospheric noise (e.g. 

thunder storms). The signal then experiences multipath fading and Doppler spread due to 

reflection, diffraction, scattering and interference as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Due to these harmful 

effects, limitations are placed on the performance of the communication system as transmitting 

symbols propagating towards the receiver arrive in multiple reflective paths and are usually 

attenuated and phase shifted. In order to mitigate the negative effects of these propagation 

phenomena and for proper signal reconstruction, appropriate channel estimation is required [52]. 

In wireless systems, channel estimation is a challenging problem [110], however, the need for 

carrying out accurate channel estimation techniques for these systems cannot be overemphasized 

since it is needed for predicting the behavior of the frequency selective channel and also to 

ensure excellent reconstruction of the transmitted symbols. Several CE schemes have been 

proposed in literature which can be adopted for estimating the fading channel coefficients in 
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different wireless communication systems that includes single carrier communication systems 

and multi-carrier communication systems such as single-input single-output (SISO) CP based 

OFDM (SISO-OFDM), non-contiguous OFDM (NC-OFDM), MIMO-OFDM systems and most 

FBMC schemes like filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM-based schemes. Channel estimation 

schemes can be broadly classified into non-blind, semi-blind and the blind channel estimation 

schemes. These schemes are elaborated in Subsections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively while 

Fig. 3.3 shows the classification of channel estimation schemes that have been adopted in 

literature. 
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3.4.1  NON-BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEMES     

Non-blind channel estimation can either be data-aided (training-based) or decision directed 

channel estimation as depicted in Fig.  3.3. In training-based channel estimation (also known as 

pilot-assisted channel estimation), training sequences (or pilot symbols) which are known to the 

receiver are transmitted so as to enable the receiver to easily estimate the radio channel by 

Fig. 3.3 Classification of channel estimation techniques adopted in literature 
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demodulating the samples received [110, 111]. If the density of the training symbols used is 

high, the system channel estimation accuracy improves tremendously, however the spectral 

efficiency of the system is decreased due to the introduction of overhead by the pilot symbols 

[110]. A number of works have been reported in literature that addresses the challenges of pilot-

assisted channel estimation schemes for various telecommunication techniques such as SISO-

OFDM, NC-OFDM and MIMO-OFDM schemes.  

In [112] the performances of two time-domain CE techniques named LS and minimum mean 

square error (MMSE) channel estimation schemes are investigated for OFDM systems in a slow 

fading multipath channel. In this paper, the basic LS and MMSE channel estimates are modified 

and estimated through multi-path fading channel assuming different number of taps. It is 

observed from results obtained that the MMSE CE scheme demonstrated superior performances 

over LS in terms of mean square error (MSE) and symbol error rate (SER) at various levels of 

SNR. In [113], the performances of three CE schemes (i.e. LS, LMMSE and LMS) are 

investigated for SISO-OFDM-based transceivers under two channel types named auto-regressive 

based fading channel and multi-path Rayleigh fading channel assuming different kinds of pilot 

arrangements under 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (16-QAM), quadrature phase shift 

keying (QPSK), binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and differential QPSK (DQPSK) modulation 

schemes. In [114], the challenges of pilot-aided CE in OFDM systems are addressed using time-

domain channel statistics under additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel where CE 

techniques such as LS, MMSE and DFT-CE are deployed. The autocorrelation matrix of the 

channel and the noise variance are obtained using noise suppressed channel impulse response 

where results are analyzed in terms of MSE and SER. The MMSE estimation scheme 

demonstrated the best performance in comparison to LS and DFT-based CE schemes with LS 

offering the worst performance. A comparison of two pilot-aided CE techniques are analyzed in 

[115] for OFDM systems where the performances of maximum likelihood estimator (MLS) and 

Bayesian MMSE estimator (BMMSEE) are investigated. The MLE does not require information 

of the SNR and channel statistics while BMMSEE exploits prior information about the channel. 

This makes the MLE simpler to implement, however BMMSEE demonstrates better accuracy at 

low SNR. It is concluded that at higher and intermediate SNR, the performances of both schemes 

are comparable. 
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In recent times, NC-OFDM has been proposed for higher data rates transmission in cognitive 

radio context [45, 116]. This technology (born out of OFDM) employs the use of continuous (or 

contiguous) blocks of subcarriers for the transmission of data symbols. In these systems, the 

subcarriers been utilized by the primary users (PUs) are deactivated by the secondary users (SUs) 

[117] with the sole aim of avoiding license users (LUs) interference [118]. Channel estimation is 

not well studied for NC-OFDM [118], however some channel estimation algorithms have been 

proposed and implemented in literature by many researchers to improve the performance of the 

NC-OFDM system. According to [119], it has been proven that equispaced and equipowered 

pilot tones yields the optimal pilot design for conventional OFDM, on the other hand, this does 

not hold true for an NC-OFDM system. A new pilot symbol design for channel estimation in 

NC-OFDM-based cognitive radio systems is proposed in [120]. In this proposed method, convex 

optimization and cross entropy optimization are adopted for designing of pilot symbols with the 

purpose of minimizing the MSE of the channel estimate for frequency selective fading channels. 

In [45], a new LS channel estimation algorithm is proposed for NC-OFDM systems in cognitive 

radio context. In this proposed scheme, LS channel estimation is adopted and modified for 

obtaining the channel fading coefficient of subcarriers that transmits the pilot symbols. LS 

channel estimation with IDFT-based noise reduction is proposed to improve channel estimation 

accuracy while pilot-block average-based noised reduction (PBANR) is proposed to further 

improve the performance of CE for slow time-varying channels. Simulation results showed that 

these proposed algorithms offered better performance than the conventional LS channel 

estimation method. An improved time domain channel estimation method based on the principles 

of spectrum sensing adopted at transmitter and receiver is proposed in [116] to improve the 

performance and reduce noise for NC-OFDM systems. This proposed method (which offered 

superior performance) is compared with the DFT-based and conventional LS channel estimation 

methods. In recent times, active research has been taking place in the field of compressive 

sensing (CS) which finds many applications in mathematics and signal processing communities 

[121]. The application of CS techniques to sparse CE employs less pilot symbols (or shorter 

training sequences) for channel estimation. Two main classes of algorithms are considered for 

CE based on CS [122] which are convex optimizers and greedy algorithms. The linear 

programming method is based on Basic Pursuit (BP) and Gradient Projection for Sparse 

Reconstruction (GPRSR) algorithms while the greedy algorithms include Matching Pursuit 
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(MP), Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StOMP), 

Regularized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (ROMP), Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit 

(CoSaMP), Subspace Pursuit (SP) and Sparsity Adaptive Matching Pursuit (SAMP) algorithms. 

For NC-OFDM systems, sparse channel estimation techniques have been implemented using 

OMP and SAMP algorithms. In [123], channel estimation based on CS is investigated while the 

subspace pursuit algorithm is implemented. Results are compared with LS-based CE for both 

wideband and narrowband interference cases. Min Jia et al. investigates channel estimation based 

on compressive sensing in [122] where OMP, SAMP and MAMP algorithms are adopted to 

estimate the channel for NC-OFDM-based transceivers. Results obtained are compared in terms 

of MSE vs. SNR where MAMP, SAMP, OMP and LS showed superior performances 

respectively (in decreasing order). 

Channel estimation has also been investigated for MIMO systems based on CS in [124]. In this 

paper, two pilot allocation methods are proposed for CS-based CE. The first method is designed 

to minimize the largest element in a mutual coherence set. The elements of the coherence set are 

simply values of mutual coherence that corresponds to the pilot patterns for all the multiple 

antenna ports. The second proposed method is based on the genetic algorithm (GA) and shifting 

mechanism. This method demonstrated superior performance in comparison to the first method 

in terms of MSE and BER while both proposed methods showed better performances as 

compared with the method proposed in [125]. In [125 - 128], optimal pilot designs for MIMO-

OFDM systems are documented. 

In decision directed channel estimation (DDCE), training symbols are adopted for channel 

estimation as well as the re-modulated detected message symbols [111]. In these CE schemes, 

CE of previous symbols is used for data detection of the current estimates after which the newly 

detected data is used for estimating the current channel. The detection of data in DDCE can be 

achieved either by hard or soft decision where bitwise detection is adopted for soft decision 

while a specific constellation is forced for hard decision [110]. An MSE expression for DFT-

based DDCE schemes in M-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) for LTE-A downlink transmission 

system is proposed in [129]. Simulation results from this scheme are compared with practical 

systems based on LTE-A downlink standards. It is observed that the results obtained match each 

other while in [130], a novel soft DDCE technique is proposed which estimates the channel of 

interfering signals based on demodulation reference signal (DM-RS) using virtual pilot signals 
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(VPS) for multiuser-MIMO OFDM (MU-MIMO OFDM) based transmission scheme. In this 

algorithm, reliable data tones are chosen from the desired and interfering signals as VPS after 

which the quality of CE is improved by using iterative detection and decoding (IDD) scheme. 

The proposed algorithm showed superior performance gain over conventional approaches that 

adopt either single user detection (SUD) or multiuser detection (MUD) such as the conventional 

MMSE for both SUD and MUD assuming 16-QAM and QPSK modulation schemes.  

3.4.2  SEMI-BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEMES     

In semi-blind methods, information from the transmitted signal’s statistical properties as well as 

training sequences are incorporated to estimate the CIR of the channel. This means that semi-

blind methods are hybridization of the pilo-based techniques and blind methods. In [131], semi-

blind iterative space-alternating generalized expectation maximization (SAGE) CE algorithm is 

proposed for massive MIMO systems that makes use of data symbols for CE. In this system, the 

base station is assumed to have knowledge of its own cell’s large scale fading coefficients 

without being aware of interfering cells. This novel CE algorithm is designed to update the 

training-based MMSE CE iteratively using SAGE algorithm where the initial estimate is 

improved by employing pilot symbols and soft information of the transmitted data. This 

proposed algorithm demonstrated superior performance in comparison with other semi-blind and 

blind CE schemes reported in literature. In [132], a low-complexity precoding and semi-blind CE 

scheme is proposed for a two-way multi-relay networks under frequency selective fading 

channels. The proposed method makes use of a rotation-based matrix for precoding while the 

composite CIR of each source relay-destination link is estimated using second order statistics of 

the received signals. Small number of pilot symbols is adopted to eliminate the ambiguity in the 

proposed CE which is caused by the channel information of the direct link. Results obtained 

showed that the MSE of the channel estimates varies inversely to the number of training blocks 

and the SNR as the number of data blocks approaches infinity.  A quasi-Newton method for 

semi-blind CE named Brayben, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS) estimation scheme is 

proposed for uplink cloud radio access networks (C-RANs) that utilizes unknown data symbols 

and known training sequence for CE in [133]. The maximum likelihood (ML) principle is 

adopted to improve the performance of CE. Simulation results showed that the proposed 

algorithm decreases the overhead of bandwidth without sacrificing the MSE performance. The 
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semi-blind algorithm demonstrated high data throughput and spectral efficiency for C-RAN as 

compared to the pilot aided CE scheme investigated in this work.  

3.4.3  BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEMES     

The blind channel estimation scheme requires a lot of data and it is known for exploiting the 

statistical and mathematical properties of the transmitted data [110, 134, 135]. Two techniques 

can be adopted assuming blind CE named deterministic and statistical blind CE as shown in Fig. 

3.3. Deterministic CE schemes offer better performance in comparison to statistical CE schemes 

[111] at the expense of very high computational complexity which increases further as the 

constellation order in the transmitter’s modulator increases. Blind CE schemes are known to be 

bandwidth efficient since they do not require training symbols in order to perform CE, however 

they are known for their very high computational complexities. However, they only offer 

superior performances in slow time-varying channels which make them applicable to fast fading 

channels [111].  

Some works have been reported in literature which adopts several blind CE techniques for 

different wireless communication technologies. A new subspace-based blind channel estimation 

(SBCE) algorithm that is not affected by null subspace CE errors caused by noise and fading 

algorithm is proposed in [136] for CP-OFDM schemes named inverse-channel-based blind 

channel estimation (ICBCE). The performance of this new algorithm is compared with two 

conventional SBCE CE algorithms named repetition-based blind channel estimation (RPBCE) 

scheme and re-modulation-based blind channel estimation (RMBCE) scheme. It is known that 

RPBCE scheme has very high computational complexity. The RMBCE scheme is then designed 

to offer lower computational complexity in comparison to RPBCE schemes, however the 

performances of both schemes are similar. The newly proposed ICBCE algorithm outperforms 

both conventional SBCE schemes (i.e. RMBCE and RPBCE) in terms of MSE at low SNR 

values while also providing lower computational complexity. Several orthogonal space-time 

block codes (OSTBC)-based MIMO-OFDM schemes have been reported in literature and are 

designed to exploit the OSTBC structure together with the inter-subcarrier relationships caused 

by the FIR channel model. These CE schemes are known for their very high computational 

complexities. Some works have been reported (such as the sub-channel grouping technique) that 

proposes methods capable of reducing the computational complexities of existing OSTBC CE 
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schemes. Most blind CE algorithms are usually applicable to a single block of OSTBC-OFDM 

data and are only efficient in flat fading channels especially in MIMO-OFDM schemes. In [137], 

a new blind CE scheme is proposed for OSTBC-OFDM schemes that takes advantage of 

structural properties of OSTBCs where processing across all subcarriers are processed 

coherently. This new proposed scheme is efficient in time-varying channels and has no 

limitations on the numbers of transmit and receive antennas in comparison to other schemes. The 

algorithm proposed in this paper exploits a semi-definite relaxation (SDR) technique for 

converting the blind CE problem to a convex semi-definite programming (SDP) form. 

Substantial simulation performance is demonstrated in comparison with several conventional 

blind MIMO-OFDM based CE schemes.  

3.5 CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR FBMC/OQAM SYSTEMS  

The two FBMC waveforms under investigation in this research are filter bank OFDM/OQAM 

and GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers. This section identifies the channel estimation schemes 

that have been reported for both waveforms in literature as highlighted in Subsections 3.5.1 and 

3.5.2 respectively. 

3.5.1 CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR OFDM/OQAM  

This subsection presents a literature review of the channel estimation techniques that have been 

proposed and implemented for OFDM/OQAM-based systems.  

In [138], pilot aided channel estimation schemes are implemented for estimating channel 

coefficients in OFDM/OQAM-based communication system. A new preamble aided estimation 

scheme named modified interference approximation method (MIAM) is developed from the 

original interference approximation method (IAM) scheme [138] for estimating channel 

conditions. Results are compared with existing methods such as the wide and narrow auxiliary 

pilot (AP) schemes. The proposed scheme (MIAM) is designed to solve the suffering of pilot 

symbol imaginary interference. However, from the results obtained, AP scheme achieves better 

estimation performance in terms of mean square error and bit error rate. 

In [139], a preamble-based CE scheme is proposed to improve the existing IAM estimation 

method. The IAM channel estimation technique depends on the knowledge of pilot 

neighborhood for the approximation of interference in order to improve CE performance. This 

technique (IAM) consists of IAM-R and IAM-C where R and C are real and imaginary pilot 
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symbols respectively. In IAM-C, the pilot symbols are imaginary (complex) as shown in Fig. 3.4 

where offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) is assumed with     subcarriers.   
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In these IAM schemes, pseudo-pilots are obtained by restructuring the training symbols of 

maximum magnitude. The interference weights follow a specific pattern for all frequency   and 

time   indices. 

                                              

                                                                                                                                            

                                                       

where        represents the training symbols surrounding the pilot while  ,   are chosen to be 

greater than   and are given as: 
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Fig. 3.4   Pilot arrangements for (a) IAM-R, (b) IAM-C, (c) E-IAM-C for M = 8 using OQPSK [136] 
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In      ,        and      ,   represents the impulse response of the prototype filter, while     is 

the length of the prototype filter. The proposed algorithm in this paper extends the IAM pilot-

based algorithms (which have nulls at neighbouring time instants) and is built into a structure 

that consists of significantly larger pseudo-pilots. This new structure is called extended IAM-C 

(E-IAM-C). From this work, the proposed E-IAM-C algorithm provided a better estimation 

performance when compared to IAM-R and IAM-C. In [140], a short preamble-based CE 

algorithm is developed where the preamble consists of only one pilot FBMC symbol for highly 

frequency selective channels in OFDM/OQAM systems. Simulation results demonstrate the 

effectiveness of this algorithm in both frequency and time domain IAM-C channel estimation 

methods for mildly and highly frequency selective channels. 

A novel pilot design scheme named composite pilot pair (CPP) which takes advantages of the 

filter’s localization properties for a simple CE method at receiver is proposed in [142]. It 

captures the major part of channel induced distortions. Results are compared with existing AP 

schemes in terms of MSE and un-coded BER. The proposed CCP demonstrated superior 

performance in comparison to the existing AP schemes.   

In [143], a novel preamble-based algorithm is proposed for narrowband per-subcarrier maximum 

likelihood (ML) channel estimation as shown in       . This new method is based on the ML 

channel estimator. The major extension in this method involves the assumption that only the 

training sequence transmitted in the observed subcarrier is known while unknown (data) symbols 

are transmitted in two neighboring subcarriers that are immediately adjacent to themselves. This 

new CE method is improved using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm and it is 

designed to iteratively approach and improve the ML estimator’s performance as shown in 

      . The EM-ML channel estimator is known for providing an increase in spectral efficiency 

as only a few numbers of subcarriers are filled with training symbols. Fig. 4 in [143] describes 

the subcarrier model for the FBMC system. From this figure, if the synthesis and analysis filters 

are respectively represented by       and      , then the received signal       at a given 
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subcarrier   when input OQAM symbols       are transmitted across the channel       is 

represented as 

      (                                       )        ̇                                           

where               and         are Hankel matrices obtained from the input OQAM 

symbols while     ,        and        are Toeplitz matrices containing the impulse responses of 

the synthesis filters. The CIR are contained in    and    is a matrix containing the impulse 

response of the analysis filter bank while   contains AWGN samples with zero mean and 

variance   
 . From        let                ,                                    

and        ̇ , if the time and subcarrier index are neglected for notation simplicity, then       

reduces to 

                                                                                                                                                   

The covariance matrix     of the noise according to       is given as 

        
                                                                                                                                                     

while the per-subcarrier ML channel estimate is then given by 

 ̂    
                  

 
  

                

 
                                                                                        

where 

                      
                                                                                 

         =                     
              

         = (                                       (       ))     
           

The per-subcarrier ML channel estimate is finally obtained by differentiating      with respect 

to    and equating the expression to zero. Hence, 

     

   
                

                        
                                                    

The expression for the per-subcarrier ML channel estimate of the narrowband multipath fading 

channel (as derived in this paper) is then obtained from        as: 
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The system model is improved by the introduction of EM-ML channel estimation where an 

interference term   with improper statistics is considered. In EM algorithm, a rough estimate of 

the channel (which ignores interference) is obtained before the first iteration given by  

 ̂   
      

   

(      
   )

                                                                                                                                       

As the iterative process (with index  ) begins, the EM algorithm is divided into two steps named 

E-step and M-step. In the E-step, the ML function is approximated by taking the average (or 

expected) value shown as: 

       [
       

   
 ]  (      
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Equation        is then solved using M-step to yield the new ML channel estimate    over the 

 th iteration based on EM by minimizing       which gives 

   ̂    
 (   ̂  )
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(   ̂  )    

      

                                                                                         

More details on the derivation of this EM-based ML channel estimate as well as    in        is 

obtainable in this paper. 

In [141], a performance comparison between two models for the received subcarrier signals is 

made. This includes a per-subcarrier broadband channel model as well as its narrowband 

equivalent. Three cases of interference embedded CE schemes are considered and applied to both 

the broadband and narrowband channel models. These interference embedded CE techniques 

involve CE in the presence of ISI only, ICI only and in situations of both ICI and ISI. From 

results obtained, both broadband and narrowband-based models offered the best normalized 

mean square error (NMSE) performances when ISI only was considered. ICI came next in 

estimation performance while estimation in the presence of both ICI and ISI offered the worst 

CE performance. 
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In [144] a new way of designing training sequences based on per-subcarrier ML-CE algorithm is 

introduced. The use of both transmitter and receiver prototype filters are adopted for calculation 

of pilot sequences in this novel method where gradient projection algorithm is assumed for 

finding the optimum sequences while targeting the minimum mean square error (MMSE) of the 

CE scheme.  

Estimation of time-varying channels is adopted in [77] where dual optimal Kalman filters are 

introduced for estimating fading channel statistics as well as their unknown  th order 

autoregressive parameters in an OFDM/OQAM-based wireless system. The optimal dual 

Kalman fading process is modelled in state-space form as 

                                                                                                                                                  

where  
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The symbol    in        represents the autoregressive parameters while the received signal is 

given as 

      
                                                                                                                                               

where    are the transmitted OQAM pilots and    is the AWGN noise with variance   
 . In this 

CE algorithm, the a posteriori channel estimate is given as 

  ̂        ̂                                                                                                                                  

where    is known as the Kalman gain given by 

              
                                                                                                                                       

In       ,        is termed a priori error covariance matrix and is obtained recursively as  
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The state vector in        and the error covariance matrix in        are initially assigned zeros 

and the identity matrix respectively. This proposed method shown in        estimates the fading 

coefficients at pilot symbol positions, while linear, spline and low-pass interpolation are adopted 

for estimating data position fading coefficients. Simulation results demonstrated the superior 

performance of the proposed method to existing adaptive schemes. Fig. 3.5 displays the channel 

estimation techniques that have been adopted for FBMC/OQAM systems in literature.  
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3.5.2 CHANNEL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR GFDM/OQAM  

The work presented in [144] is the only one, to the best of our knowledge, reported in literature 

that has proposed channel estimation scheme for GFDM-based transceivers (i.e. GFDM/QAM). 

There is no work reported in literature that has investigated CE for GFDM/OQAM-based 

systems. Fig. 3.6 shows a diagrammatic classification of channel estimation schemes that have 

been proposed for the conventional filter bank (GFDM/OQAM) system in literature.  

Fig. 3.5 Channel estimation techniques adopted for OFDM/OQAM based transceivers in literature 
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In [144], two novel pilot-based CE methods namely pilot interference cancellation (Pilot–IC) 

and transmitter interference cancellation (Tx-IC) are proposed for estimating the fading channel 

coefficients for GFDM-based transceivers with QAM modulation (i.e. GFDM/QAM). In Pilot-

IC, interference is only pre-cancelled at pilot symbols while interference is simultaneously pre-

cancelled at both pilot and data symbols for Tx-IC. These estimation algorithms are realized with 

scattered pilots over time and frequency grid ensuring a reduction in overhead, thus making it 

possible for the estimation of frequency selective and time-varying channels. In this paper, 

     complex valued data symbols (where   is the total number of subcarriers and   is the 

number of sub-symbols) are considered for transmission such that the symbols to be transmitted 

are collected into a vector given as 

   [                                                                   ]
 
                                     

The symbols in        are circularly convolved with a pulse shaping filter         whose 

impulse response are formed into a        transmitter modulation matrix denoted as  . The 

signal to be transmitted is then represented as 

                                                                                                                                                                 

Cyclic prefix is added to the transmitted signal which is then transmitted over the multipath 

fading channel. The received signal is given by 

                                                                                                                                            

Fig. 3.6 Channel estimation schemes adopted for conventional GFDM system in literature 
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where * denotes linear convolution,      is the transmitted signal given in        with added CP 

while      is the channel impulse response and      is the AWGN with zero mean and variance 

  
 . 

For CE to be evaluated for this waveform, the interference that is introduced due to pulse 

shaping at transmitter is pre-cancelled with pre-coded transmitted data given as 

                                                                                                                                                         

Equation        describes the proposed Tx-IC scheme where the transmitted data is given as 

                                                                                                                                                                 

The received signal        
on the  th subcarrier and  th sub-symbol obtained from the matched 

filter (MF) receiver at pilot symbols is represented as 

       
                                                                                                                                                     

Hence, the channel estimate  ̂      
 on the  th subcarrier and  th sub-symbol at time   located 

at pilot positions due to Tx-IC is given as 

 ̂      
  

       

       

                                                                                                                                         

where        
 is the received signal given in        while        

 are the transmitted data on the 

 th subcarrier and  th sub-symbol at pilot location. 

In Pilot–IC CE, the generated interference (due to pulse shaping filter) is only pre-cancelled at 

pilot symbol locations in the transmitter. This interference          at pilot symbols is calculated 

as 

                            
                                                                                                             

where         is the impulse response of the pulse shaping filter formulated into the        

transmitter modulation matrix  . The values of    and    provides information on ICI 

generated by neighboring data from    subcarriers away and also ISI that is created by 

neighboring data from    sub-symbols away. In this scheme (i.e. Pilot–IC CE), the pilot 

symbols at   th subcarrier and   th sub-symbol is represented as 
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where        

     
 is the interference term that is generated by neighbor symbols expressed in        

while        
 is the intended pilot symbols.  
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At the MF receiver, the received signal associated with pilot signals       according to        is 

filtered with         

     to yield 

       
  ∑             
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where    in        is the negligible interference term caused from the rest of the data symbols 

excluding the neighboring ones. Based on this information, the channel coefficients at pilot 

locations is similarly estimated according to Pilot–IC CE algorithm using        where        
 

in this case is obtained from       . 

The performances of the two proposed CE schemes are analyzed in terms of MSE and un-coded 

BER for time-invariant frequency selective pedestrian B (PB) channels where pilot symbols are 

scattered over the subcarriers of one GFDM symbol with interpolation performed in frequency 

domain. The CE performances of the two proposed algorithms are compared with the CE 

performance of conventional OFDM. Initial results obtained showed that the two proposed 

algorithms demonstrated the same MSE performance having comparable performance with 

OFDM. The performances of both CE techniques are analyzed for MF and zero forcing (ZF) 

receivers using same PB channel. It is observed from un-coded BER performances that both 

pilot-IC and Tx-IC have the same BER performance which is also comparable to OFDM 

systems. The BER performance of the two proposed CE algorithms for GFDM system is 

analyzed for various transmitter-receiver settings over AWGN channel. It is observed that 

GFDM systems using Tx-IC transmitter as well as MF receiver (with Tx-IC channel estimation) 

performs relatively the same as GFDM system with Pilot-IC transmitter and zero forcing 
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receivers (with Pilot-IC CE). Since the two proposed CE schemes demonstrated similar 

performances, it is concluded in this paper that interference can either be cancelled at either the 

transmitter or the receiver. 

3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In general wireless communication systems, transmitting signals propagating through a wireless 

channel can experience several undesirable effects such as multipath propagation and fading as a 

result of the physical properties of the communication channel. The multipath propagation and 

fading experienced result into attenuation, distortion, delay as well as phase shifting of the 

received symbols. To compensate for these detrimental effects (experienced by the propagating 

signals), perfect and up-to-date estimates of the channel is carried out through the process of 

channel estimation which consists of methods such as pilot (or training) based techniques, semi 

blind or blind methods. In this chapter, the basic mechanisms of propagation in general wireless 

communication systems is described with detailed description and illustration of the effects of 

multipath propagation as well as the types of fading experienced by transmitting signals as they 

propagate across the wireless channels. An overview of the basic concepts and types of channel 

estimation techniques is also presented while the channel estimation schemes that have been 

reported in literature for estimating the channel in filter bank OFDM/OQAM and 

GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers are reviewed and documented. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION   

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the proposed waveforms under investigation (in this dissertation) are analyzed. 

The two filter bank multicarrier waveforms considered are OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-

based transceivers. An introduction to the basic concepts of these waveforms is given while 

system model diagram and elaborate mathematical analysis for these systems are presented 

assuming conditions of near perfect reconstruction and non-perfect reconstruction design of 

prototype filters. In NPR, the distortion of signals is minimized from accurate design of an FIR 

low-pass prototype filter which also reduces amplitude distortions. For Non-PR (i.e. imperfect 

reconstruction), aliasing and amplitude distortions are more prominent which may reduce system 

efficacy. Section 4.2 of this chapter gives an introduction to the filter bank OFDM/OQAM 

system while providing system description of this filter bank transceiver assuming both 

conditions of NPR and Non-PR. In Section 4.3, the system model of GFDM/OQAM is described 

while Section 4.4 describes the adopted channel estimation schemes for both waveforms with 

Section 4.5 concluding the chapter. 

4.2 FILTER BANK OFDM/OQAM-BASED TRANSCEIVER 

Filter bank multicarrier is proposed to be an alternative MCM scheme that improves on the 

shortcomings of OFDM-based systems while emphasis is made on spectral efficiency 

improvement [145, 146].  FBMC systems employ the use of finite impulse response prototype 

filters that possess longer impulse response than the symbol period ( ) [72, 147]. In other words, 

the length of the prototype filter (  ) is greater than the total number of subcarriers ( ). The 

prototype filter reduces signal side lobes that result into ICI, ISI and energy wastage. A higher 

spectral efficiency is achieved by FBMC-based schemes in comparison to CP-OFDM systems 

because of the absence of CP, hence making it a suitable technique for cognitive radio systems 

[148]. 

Filter bank multicarrier-based on offset quadrature amplitude modulation is a special type of 

FBMC scheme that yields high data rates as result of the absence of cyclic prefix. Unlike 
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traditional CP-OFDM systems, the real and imaginary parts of the quadrature amplitude 

modulation (QAM) symbols are separately processed with two times the symbol rate in filter 

bank OFDM/OQAM [146].  In other words, elimination of ICI and ISI in this MCM system 

involves staggering the real and imaginary parts of the input symbols by   2 hence the name 

‘offset QAM (OQAM)’ [78], also referred to as staggered QAM [149].  

4.2.1 SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION OF OFDM/OQAM-BASED SCHEME 

The general stages of the proposed OFDM/OQAM scheme consist of a transmitter, channel and 

a receiver structure. The OFDM/OQAM structure is made up of the synthesis filter bank at the 

transmitter and the analysis filter bank at the receiver. In Chapter 2, Subsection 2.3.1, the general 

structure of FBMC-based transceivers has been described. This structure is adopted and further 

developed in order to realize the design of the OFDM/OQAM system where the input QAM 

symbols are pre-processed and transformed at the transmitter. The reverse process is 

implemented at the receiver to ensure proper demodulation of the transmitted signal as shown in 

the block representation of the OFDM/OQAM system model illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 

Subcarrier 
Modulation

OQAM 
Preprocessing

IFFT Filtering (SFB)
Parallel to Serial (P/S) 

Conversion 

Channel 

Serial to Parallel (S/P) 
Conversion 

Filtering (AFB)FFT

Channel 
Estimation and 

Equalization

OQAM 
Postprocessing

Parallel to Serial 
Conversion

Input data Serial to parallel 
Conversion

Output

 

 

The stages of the system diagram depicted in Fig. 4.1 consist of OQAM pre-processing/post 

processing, transform blocks, filtering, channel estimation and signal conversions (i.e. 

serial/parallel and parallel/serial conversions). In Subsection 4.2.1.1, a detailed description of the 

transmitter of the proposed filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based system is described. Subsections 

         Fig. 4.1 General structure of filter bank OFDM/OQAM system 
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4.2.1.2 and 4.2.1.3 give the respective description of the channel and receiver for this system 

assuming NPR. The system model assuming Non-PR is given in Subsection 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.1.1 TRANSMITTER DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED OFDM/OQAM SYSTEM 

At the transmitter of the filter bank OFDM/OQAM system model, the complex valued QAM 

symbols at the input (      ) usually have their real and imaginary parts interleaved by a time 

offset of     where   is the signaling period. After the bits are mapped into symbols, OQAM pre-

processing is performed on the QAM symbols where the complex-valued input symbols are 

mapped into real-valued data symbols        at   subcarrier index (representing the in-phase 

components of        ) and are transmitted at a rate     where          while    is the 

subcarrier spacing. The quadrature components of the input symbols        are represented as 

         in an entire process termed “complex to real conversion”. The system model shown in 

Fig. 4.2 gives a diagrammatic representation of the transmitter of the OFDM/OQAM-based 

system while equations corresponding to each block are derived according to [77]. 
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The conversion of the complex valued input symbols to real symbols is mapped mathematically 

as [46, 77]: 

Fig. 4.2 Structure of a filter bank OFDM/OQAM transmitter 
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               {
                            

                         
                                                                                               

          {
                        

                          
                                                                                                 

In (4.1),   represents the OQAM preprocessing input/post processing output sample index while 

  is the OQAM preprocessing output/post processing input sample index.    and    signifies the 

real and imaginary parts of the complex valued input symbols respectively. To ensure 

orthogonality of subcarriers,        is multiplied by        [74, 98]. This results in  

                                                                                                                                                   

where        is the OQAM preprocessing output symbols and    

                                                                                                                                                             

Before inverse fast Fourier transform is implemented,        undergoes a transformation process 

where it is multiplied by the factor    as  

                (  
   

 
(
    

 
))                                                                                              

where   is the IFFT size or the total number of subcarriers,   is the subcarrier index for 

               , and    is the length of the FBMC prototype filter        given as: 

                                                                                                                                                                

In (4.5),   is the overlapping factor that determines the number of symbols that superpose each 

other in time. The use of complex modulated filter banks are employed to ensure high spectral 

efficiency. The sub-channel synthesis filter bank impulse response    ̇    is expressed as [77, 78, 

81, 143, 150]: 

   ̇       ̇    ( 
   

 
( ̇   

    

 
))                                                                                             
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where  ̇ in (4.6) is the symbol index at SFB output and AFB input for  ̇              . To 

achieve nearly perfect reconstruction prototype filters, the finite impulse response of the low-

pass prototype filter    ̇   is defined as [46, 77, 150]: 

   ̇   ̃      ∑       ̃      (    ( ̇   
   (    )

 
))

    

 

   

                                           

where      is the uniformly spaced frequency points given as:  

     
   

  
                                                                                                                                                     

for  ̇                 and  ̃           ̇  is designed such that the following expression is 

achieved: 

 ̃       ̃                                                                                                                                         

where          ⌊   ⌋ and  ̃       for              
(    )

 
. 

These requirements can be summarized as follows in situations where polyphase filtering 

structures are employed for the proposed OFDM /OQAM-based system. 

{
 
 

 
  ̃                                                                                                         

 ̃       ̃                                                      ⌊   ⌋ 

 ̃                                                               
(    )

 
 

                                                    

For this system, the values of  ̃    are initialized and designed as shown in Table 4.1 for 

different values of overlapping factors (  .  
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1 √ 

 
 

1 

 

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the simulated prototype impulse response     ̇   at different overlapping 

factors ( ) according to (4.7). It shows that at      , the FBMC scheme adopts the rectangular 

pulse shaping of OFDM systems.  

 

 

4.2.1.2 CHANNEL DESCRIPTION 

The frequency domain channel transfer function (FD-CTF) fading coefficients      can be 

described by two properties namely power spectral density (PSD) and the autocorrelation function 

(ACF). The PSD is expressed by [77, 151]: 
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Overlapping Factor (K = 4)

Overlapping Factor (K = 3)

Overlapping Factor (K = 2)

Overlapping Factor (K = 1)

Table 4.1 Prototype filter impulse response for different values of overlapping factor  𝐾  

Fig. 4.3 Plot of prototype filter impulse response for different 𝐾 at  𝑀 𝐿𝑝        𝐾𝑀 –      
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Fig. 4.4 Jakes Doppler Spectrum for 𝑓𝑑    Hz and 𝑓𝑑     Hz 

      {

 

   √         
             

                                           

                                                                                                 

If     represents the length of the channel, then the corresponding normalized discrete-time ACF 

is expressed by        under the assumption that the channel is repeated for a frame [77, 152].  

        (      (
 

   
)    )                                                                                           

Equation (4.13) is the  -shaped band limited Jakes spectrum where    is the maximum Doppler 

frequency of the moving channel given as     
 

 
,   is the velocity of the moving mobile and λ is 

the wavelength of the carrier wave. A plot of the  -shaped Jakes power spectrum for      Hz  

and       Hz  is given in Fig. 4.4.       in (4.14) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first 

kind,    is the symbol period while      can be referred to as the normalized Doppler frequency 

(or Doppler rate). A plot of the ACF corresponding to            and           is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5 A plot of ACF corresponding to 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        and 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

 

 

The correlation matrix (      ) is given in expanded form in (4.15) as a function of ACF 

according to [151 - 154] as: 
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    ]
 
 
 
 
 

                                               

The FD-CTF fading channel coefficients      can be generated via an    th order 

autoregressive (AR) process represented as   (   ). This is given as [77, 152 - 154]: 

      ∑          

   

   

                                                                                          

where      represents the channel fading coefficient over the  th subcarrier 

(                  ) while      and      are respectively expressed as: 

                                                                                                                                                             

     [                   ]
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In           is the transpose operator,      in (4.16) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise process 

with variance   
  given as [152, 153 p.83]: 

  
          ∑          

     

   

                                                                                                                   

while      are the coefficients of the AR model parameters and can be obtained by computing the 

Yule-Walker (YW) equation expressed as: 

         
                                                                                                                                       

where          

     [                       ]                                                                                                         

Based on the channel expression in       , the channel coefficients are realized to be equal for a 

given frame length     
 

   
. For instance, the fading coefficients at      is given as: 

                                                                                                                                             

In       ,       is initialized. The channel coefficients across all frequencies at a given time for 

a frame length 
 

   
 are chosen to be the same for all   subcarriers. For instance, if  ̇[ ̈] 

represents the channel coefficients across the  ̈th subcarrier for  ̈             then   ̇    to 

 ̇       (one frame length) are chosen to equal      that is obtained from       . Algorithm 

4.1 gives the implementation procedure for obtaining the fading channel coefficients  ̇[ ̈] at the 

 ̈th subcarrier for all   subcarriers. The coefficients change across one frame length as shown in 

Algorithm 4.1.  
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01 Start 

02 Input:  ,          ,      

03 Output:  { ̇[ ̈] } 

04        rand         rand                    Initialize       by random generation. 

05 for                

06 calculate      using                              The vector      has length     

07 end for (in line 05) 

08  ̇                        Generate        ̇ vector 

09 for  ̈             

10       if     ( ̈         )               where         is the frame length. 

11        ̇[ ̈] =  [
 ̈

   
]                      

12      else 

13        ̇[ ̈]    ̇[ ̈   ]                              

14      end if (in line 10) 

15 end for (in line 09) 

16 return { ̇[ ̈]} 

17 Stop 

 

4.2.1.3 DESCRIPTION OF FILTER BANK OFDM/OQAM RECEIVER ASSUMING NPR 

The received signal over the     subcarrier, after passing through the fading channel under 

conditions of near perfect reconstruction is given by [146]: 

         ̈                                                                                                                                   

where  ̈ is an     diagonal matrix that contains the fading channel coefficients  ̇[ ̈] obtained 

as described in Algorithm 4.1 while        is a Gaussian noise process with variance (  
 ) 

expressed by: 

                                                                                                                                              

In (4.24),        signifies the mutually independent, zero-mean complex AWGN process with 

equal variances (    
   while the variance of   (    

 ) is given as: 

    
       

  ∑        

    

   

                                                                                                                            

ALGORITHM 4.1: Frequency domain channel realization for proposed OFDM/OQAM  
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The derivation of        is given in Appendix  . 

The receiver analysis filter bank (AFB) impulse response is defined as [46, 150]: 

   ̇       [       ̇  ]                                                                                                                      

The expression in (4.26) can be further simplified as follows [94]. If    ̇    is given by (4.6), 

then  [       ̇  ] can be obtained from (4.6) by substituting  ̇ for        ̇) in the entire 

expression. This is given as  

 [       ̇  ]     [       ̇]    ( 
   

 
((       ̇)   (

    

 
)))                       
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Hence, 
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   ̇      [       ̇  ]     [       ̇]    ( 
   

 
( ̇   

    

 
))                               

A diagrammatic representation of the receiver is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. 
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4.2.1.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE OFDM/OQAM-BASED SYSTEM ASSUMING NON-PR 

This subsection discusses the system description of filter bank OFDM/OQAM system assuming 

non-perfect reconstruction design of the analysis filter bank prototype filter.  In Non-PR (or 

imperfect reconstruction) conditions of filter banks, the impulse response of the analysis filter 

bank FIR prototype filter is different from that of the synthesis filter bank, hence the analysis 

filter bank is not directly a time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis filter bank due 

to the difference in prototype filter impulse response. In order to achieve this imperfection, an 

error   is randomly introduced to the analysis filter FIR prototype filter such that         , 

where      . Hence, the filter bank prototype filter according to       is modified by the 

introduction of an error (    ) so as to yield the non-perfect reconstructed FIR analysis 

prototype filter bank formulated as: 

Fig. 4.6 Structure of an OFDM/OQAM receiver 
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    ̇   ̃      ∑      ( ̃        )    (
   

  
( ̇   

   (    )

 
))

    

 

   

                        

where      is the introduced error as described above.  

After complex to real conversion as in        and         the transmitted symbols after pre-

processing is also given as       while the exponentially modulated synthesis filter 

bank, assuming Non-PR condition of filter bank     ̇    ,  is given as      . 

The transmitted filtered OFDM/OQAM symbol     ̇     over the  th subcarrier for the  ̇th 

symbol, assuming Non-PR, is obtained by convolving the synthesis filter bank impulse response 

     ̇      with the up sampled transmitted signal      ̇       given as: 

   ̇         ̇         ̇      ∑     ̇            

    

   

                                                                    

In Non-PR, since the analysis filter bank is not directly a time-reversed version of the 

corresponding synthesis filter bank due to the difference in prototype filter impulse 

response     ̇ , the analysis filter bank impulse response      ̇     obtained from error 

introduction is: 

      ̇        ̇    ( 
   

 
( ̇   

    

 
))                                                                                       

where     is given by      . 

The  ̇th filter bank OFDM/OQAM symbol received over the  th subcarrier is given as [67]: 

   ̇       ̇      ̇       ̇                                                                                                               

In       ,    ̇    is the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel impulse response while 

    ̇    signifies the mutually independent, zero-mean complex AWGN process with variance 

     
  given as: 

     
   [    ̇   ]  

    
  ⁄                                                                                                                      
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where  [    ̇   ] is the average energy of the input symbols while     (also represented as 

(
  

  
)
  

) is the ratio of energy per symbol to noise power spectral density in decibels (dB). 

The received signal        , after    ̇    has been processed with the analysis filter bank, is given 

as [74]: 

        [   ̇          ̇   ]
    

                                                                                                          

              [   ̇        ̇      ̇         ̇         ̇   ]
    

                                                          

where   denotes the convolution operator and  

   ̇    [   ̇      ̇         ̇   ]                                                                                                       

Hence, 

        [   ̇       ̇        ̇   ]
    

                                                                                              

while    ̇    in        is a Gaussian noise process expressed by: 

    ̇     [   ̇        ̇   ]                                                                                                                   

with variance (     
 ) given as: 

     
        

  ∑   
      

    

   

                                                                                                                         

4.3 GFDM/OQAM BASED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The generalized frequency division multiplexing scheme addresses the challenges of large out-

of-band emission in OFDM systems (in order to avoid interference) [35] while providing flexible 

signal bandwidth. It is considered to be the most promising candidate for the air interface of 5G 

networks [51, 155, 156]. One of the most distinguishing characteristic properties of GFDM-

based systems is the introduction of flexible pulse shaping across each individual subcarrier [33, 

156]. The filtering of these subcarriers by well-designed prototype filters reduces the harmful 

effects of ICI while providing robustness to the system against the harmful effects of 
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synchronization errors [32, 157]. GFDM introduces the CP extension properties of OFDM to 

combat inter-carrier interference (ICI) as well as well-designed pulse shaping [158, 159]. 

However, the modulation of each subcarrier by non-rectangular pulse shaped filters lead to non-

orthogonality of subcarriers in GFDM-based schemes [144, 160].  Due to this non-orthogonal 

nature of the GFDM-based system, ISI and ICI are expected to occur whose effects can be 

mitigated by exploiting the near orthogonality properties of the offset quadrature amplitude 

modulation scheme. The GFDM scheme based on OQAM (GFDM/OQAM) is proposed in this 

dissertation to combat the expected detrimental effects of ISI and ICI where each subcarrier 

block is modulated against real-valued symbols, unlike the subcarrier modulation of the 

complex-valued symbols of GFDM/QAM-based systems. 

Numerous research works to address the design and challenges of GFDM systems have been 

reported in literature. These reported works usually address the challenges of GFDM systems 

based on QAM modulation scheme (i.e. GFDM/QAM). Only two papers [161, 162] have 

considered the design of GFDM schemes based on OQAM (GFDM/OQAM) in literature. There 

is no work, to the best of our knowledge, focused on channel estimation techniques for 

GFDM/OQAM-based systems in literature. In this dissertation, channel estimation techniques 

are presented for GFDM/OQAM-based system. Two linear and three adaptive channel 

estimation schemes have been proposed in this research as elaborately explained in Section 4.4 

and the appendix of this dissertation. The performances of these estimation schemes are 

evaluated and compared with one another for both FBMC/OQAM waveforms (i.e. 

OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM) in terms of NMSE and BER at various levels of SNR. In 

this dissertation, the general system model block diagram of the proposed GFDM/OQAM-based 

system is shown in Fig. 4.7. Detailed system model description of this multicarrier waveform is 

presented in subsequent subsections. 
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4.3.1 TRANSMITTER STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED GFDM/OQAM SCHEME  

In this subsection, the transmitter and receiver structures of the proposed GFDM/OQAM systems 

are presented. It is observed that the structure of this modem is eminently similar to that of 

OFDM/OQAM-based systems, however a significant difference between the two structures is 

found in the design of their respective filters banks. In addition, the GFDM/OQAM-based 

system adopts the use of short CP which gives the system extra robustness against ICI and ISI. 

The structure of the proposed GFDM/OQAM transmitter is shown in Fig. 4.8. The basic 

differences in this structure as compared to the proposed OFDM/OQAM transmitter of Fig. 4.2 

are the design of the synthesis filter banks as well as the inclusion of cyclic prefix at the 

transmitter end. Cyclic prefix is added because there is loss of subcarrier orthogonality due to the 

modulation of subcarriers unto filter banks. The loss in orthogonality may consequently result in 

ISI or ICI, hence the added cyclic prefix is used to combat ISI that may arise from this process.  

Fig. 4.7 System model block diagram of a GFDM/OQAM modem 
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In GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers, the real valued   data symbols generated at the transmitter 

are broken down (or decomposed) into  ̈ subsymbols where the subsymbols are being carried on 

a subcarrier [126]. If   represents the total number of subcarriers and  ̈ is the total number of 

subsymbols per subcarrier, then the total number of data symbols to be transmitted is given as: 

     ̈                                                                                                                                                         

For this OQAM implementation of GFDM, let  ⃗̃     ̇ represent the real data obtained from the 

modulated QAM symbols (which consist of both real and imaginary components) where  ̇ is the 

subsymbol index at the    th subcarrier of the GFDM/OQAM system, the entire symbols to be 

transmitted can be collected into a vector  ̃  given as: 

 ̃   [ ̃      ̃
 
        ̃

 
    ́     ̃

 
     ̃

 
          ̃

 
    ́        ̃

 
   ̈    ̃

 
   ̈    ̃

 
    ́   ̈  ]

 

                                  

              ́  and  ̇           ̈     

Fig. 4.8 Structure of GFDM/OQAM-based transmitter  
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Each  ⃗̃     ̇ symbol of the GFDM system are transmitted with a corresponding pulse shape given 

as [161]: 

     ̇     [   
 ̇  

 
        ̈]    ( 

    

  
(   

    

 
))                                                   

where                and      ̇    is the shifted version of the prototype filter   in time 

and frequency according to      .    is the prototype filter length given by (4.5), hence the time 

domain transmit signal just before cyclic prefix insertion is given as:  

      ∑ ∑  ̃     ̇

 ̈  

 ̇  

    

    

     ̇    
  

    ̇                                                                                                     

where        ̇  is used to ensure a   ⁄  difference in phase between the real valued data  ̃     ̇ in 

time and frequency and      ̇ is given as: 

     ̇   
     ̇   

 
                                                                                                                                     

All the operations described in this subsection can be written in a matrix form   ̃ given as [5, 33]: 

  ̃    ̃                                                                                                                                                              

where  ̃  is given in       , and   is an      transmitter modulation matrix containing 

elements of      ̇    expressed as  

   [                  ́                        ́           ̈       ̈        ́   ̈  ]                                     

where      ̇ are vectors given as: 

     ̇   [     ̇    
  

    ̇]
 
                                                                                                                         

In           is the transpose operator where                –     The matrix   can better be 

written as: 
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        ́   ̈      
      ́   ̈  

        ́   ̈      
      ́   ̈  

   

    

     ́   ̈              ́   ̈  ]
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cyclic prefix of length     is then appended to   ̃ so as to obtain the final transmit signal 

  ̃  whose length is        . 

4.3.2 CHANNEL DESCRIPTION OF THE GFDM/OQAM SCHEME  

One important difference to note in the GFDM/OQAM and OFDM/OQAM filter bank 

waveforms is that the subcarriers required to transmit a given amount of data are fewer for 

GFDM/OQAM scheme as the symbols to be transmitted are grouped into sub-symbols which are 

then transmitted on a subcarrier. This improves the data rate of GFDM/OQAM system while also 

giving it an edge over filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based systems, especially when there is very 

large amounts of data to be transmitted. The channel model of the proposed GFDM/OQAM 

scheme is designed to be similar to that of filter bank OFDM/OQAM where the channel 

length       is equal to the total number of subcarriers     . For this GFDM/OQAM system, it is 

assumed that the CIR over a frame are equal, hence the corresponding normalized discrete-time 

ACF is expressed by: 

         (      (
 

   
)     )                                                                                       

where     is the channel length and    is the subcarrier index.    is the maximum Doppler 

frequency of the moving channel given as     
 

 
,   is the velocity of the moving mobile and λ is 

the wavelength of the carrier wave. The correlation matrix (     
  ) is given in expanded form 

in (4.49) as a function of ACF according to: 

     
    

[
 
 
 
 
 

         

         
 
 
 

          

 
 
 

          

 
 
 
 

   

            

            
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

    ]
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The frequency domain fading channel coefficients       can be generated via an    th order 

autoregressive (AR) process represented as    (   ). This is given as:  

       ∑           

   

   

                                                                                      

where       represents the channel impulse response over the   th subcarrier (   

                  ) while       and        are respectively expressed as: 

                                                                                                                                                             

     [                   ]
 
                                                                                                                 

      in (4.50) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise process with variance   
  given as: 

  
          ∑            

      

   

                                                                                                                

while       are the coefficients of the AR model parameters and can be obtained by computing 

the Yule-Walker (YW) equation expressed as: 

          
                                                                                                                                     

where          

      [                       ]                                                                                                        

Based on the channel expression in       , the channel frequency coefficients are realized to 

have     different values, i.e.        [                     ]. This is then converted into 

time domain channel impulse response        through the use of IDFT as: 

           [     ]                                                                                        

            ∑        
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4.3.3    RECEIVER DESCRIPTION OF THE GFDM/OQAM SCHEME  

After the transmitted symbols propagate through the wireless channel, the received signal can be 

expressed as 

  ̃        ̈̃   ̃                                                                                                                                      

where   ̃     is the transmitted signal with cyclic prefix. If CP is removed, the received signal is 

denoted as       . The symbol      is the complex additive white Gaussian noise vector with 

zero mean and variance   
 , while   ̈̃ is the circulant channel convolution matrix having a band 

diagonal structure based on the channel impulse responses obtained from        where  

  ̈̃      (     )                                                                                                                                           

Algorithm 4.2 presents a pseudo code that demonstrates how the circulant channel matrix (CCM) 

  ̈̃  can be realized.  

The received signal after equalization is given as: 

              
  

                                                                                                                                  

where          are the fading coefficients obtained from channel estimation.  

The demodulated signal is given as: 

                                                                                                                                                         

where   is the matched filter receiver matrix given as: 

                                                                                                                                                                

and   in        is given by        and   is the Hermitian transpose operator. 
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01 Start 

02 Input:    ,      ̈,     

03 Output:  {  ̈̃ } 

04  Compute   using        

05 Generate       vector using                                           where length of          . 

06 Compute                   according to                    is of dimension         

07 Generate   ̈̃       ((     ) (     ))               Initialize CCM with all zero elements 

08   ̈̃                                                           put all       elements into 1
st
     columns of   ̈̃  

09 for          (       ̈̃      ) 

10   ̈̃            ̈̃              take last value of row    and replace with 1
st
 value of row      

11   ̈̃                  ̈̃                 
12 end for (in line 09) 

13 return {  ̈̃ } 

14 Stop 

 

4.4 CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR PROPOSED FILTER BANK WAVEFORMS 

In this section, CE techniques that are used for estimating fading channel coefficients for the 

described filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers are presented. The 

proposed CE algorithms are least square, linear minimum mean square error, least mean square, 

normalized least mean square and recursive least square. The performances of these algorithms 

are analyzed and compared with one another in terms of mean square error and bit error rate for 

both waveforms. 

4.4.1 CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR FILTER BANK OFDM/OQAM 

The performances of two linear and three adaptive-based channel estimation algorithms are 

selected for analysis in filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based transceivers. The linear algorithms are 

namely LS and LMMSE while the adaptive estimation schemes are LMS, NLMS and RLS-based 

channel estimation schemes. These algorithms are analyzed for this filter bank waveform 

subsequently.  

 

ALGORITHM 4.2: Circulant channel matrix realization for proposed GFDM/OQAM  
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4.4.1.1 LEAST SQUARES FOR OFDM/OQAM 

The least square channel estimate is given as: 

 ̂      [ ̂       ̂       ̂         ̂           ]                                                   

 

[
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)
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]
 
 
 
 
 

       

 

In       ,        are the output symbols received just before the channel estimation process as 

represented in (4.23) while        are the staggered OQAM symbols at the transmitter end. 

4.4.1.2 LINEAR MINIMUM MEAN SQUARE ERROR FOR OFDM/OQAM 

The simplified LMMSE channel estimate ( ̂       is generally given as [166 - 168]: 
 

 ̂                        
                                                                                                    

 

where          is the cross-covariance matrix between        and         and          is the 

auto-covariance matrix of        and can both be expressed as: 

                          
                                                                                                  

 

                                
         

                                                                  

where 

                                                                                                          

Substituting        and        into        gives: 

 ̂            
               

      [                             
 
      ]

                                        

 

where          is the autocorrelation matrix of the channel impulse response given by          

  
  denotes the noise variance            that is given as       ,        is an identity matrix 

while   is the expectation notation. More details on the derivation of the LMMSE channel 

estimation as well as noise variance    
   are given in Appendix A. Algorithm 4.3 presents a 

sequential procedure of realizing the average LMMSE channel estimate for OFDM/OQAM.   
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01 Start 

02 Input:                  ,  ,   
      

03 Output:  { ̂     } 

04  ̂                                                 Creating empty matrix for  ̂      channel estimate 

05  for          (
 

   
  ) 

06         [  (     
 

   
  )]          Collecting input symbols per frame to form a vector 

07         [  (     
 

   
  )]           Collecting corresponding received symbols per frame  

08                                                 Creating Identity matrix so as to compute (4.65)  

09 Calculate     using (4.64)                      Cross covariance matrix  

10 Calculate     using (4.65)                       Auto-covariance matrix 

11 Obtain  ̂      [     
 

   
  ] using (4.67) 

12  ̂     [ ̂        ̂     ]                  (
 

   
      )  matrix 

13 end for (in line 05) 

14  ̂       
   

 
 [     ̂      ]          Averaging  ̂      obtained from line 12 

15 return { ̂     } 

16 Stop 

 

4.4.1.3 LEAST MEAN SQUARE FOR OFDM/OQAM 

When employing adaptive channel estimation algorithm for estimating channel fading 

coefficients, a cost function is usually adopted for minimizing the MSE of the fading channel 

coefficients in order to obtain the best (or optimum) channel estimates of the channel impulse 

responses. This cost function for the LMS-based CE is expressed as 

      {         }    {             }                                                                                            

In       ,  { } is the expectation operator, * denotes complex conjugation,        is the channel 

estimation error given in (4.70) [118] while      represents the cost function to be minimized. 

                ̂                                                                                                                     

ALGORITHM 4.3: Average LMMSE channel estimation realization for OFDM/OQAM  
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where the term  ̂            is the inner product of the staggered OQAM symbols at the 

transmitter of the filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based system (        and the corresponding least 

square estimates as obtained from (4.62). 

Substituting (4.70) into (4.69) yields: 

      {(         ̂            )(         ̂            ) }                                             

where         is given as [37, 52, 166]: 

                  ̂                                                                                                                 

The LMS (also known as stochastic gradient) based channel estimation scheme estimates CIR 

for the filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based on the following expression. 

 ̂            ̂                                                                                                            

where   is the fixed positive step size parameter that satisfies the condition       . The full 

derivation of LMS adaptive algorithm according to        is presented in Appendix B.  

4.4.1.4 NORMALIZED LEAST MEAN SQUARE FOR OFDM/OQAM 

 In NLMS channel estimation, the estimation error is normalized by the power of the input 

signal. The channel impulse response (CIR) for this algorithm is represented as: 

 ̂             ̂       
              

           
                                                                                    

where              represents the Euclidean norm of the staggered input OQAM symbols,   is 

the step size parameter, while the error         is expressed as in (4.72). 

4.4.1.5 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE FOR OFDM/OQAM 

The index of performance to be minimized for RLS is: 

     ∑                

   

   

                                                                                                                     

In (    ),   is the forgetting factor (or weighting factor) taking values in the range                      

            which is expressed as: 
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In (    ),   is a positive constant that is close to but less than one. The inverse autocorrelation 

matrix (          of input vector         is given as: 

                             ̃                                                                     

where  ̃      is the gain vector expressed as: 

 ̃       
                    

                              
                                                                                

The RLS channel estimate can then be expressed as: 

 ̂           ̂          ̃                                                                                                     

         is given in (    ). Comprehensive derivation of this algorithm can be found in Appendix 

C.  

4.4.2 CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR FILTER BANK GFDM/OQAM 

Similar to the filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based system, the performances of two linear and three 

adaptive based channel estimation algorithms are selected for analysis in GFDM/OQAM-based 

transceivers. The linear algorithms are namely LS and LMMSE while the adaptive estimation 

schemes are namely LMS, NLMS and RLS-based channel estimation schemes. These algorithms 

(for GFDM/OQAM) have the same procedures as that of filter bank OFDM/OQAM as described 

in Subsection 4.4.1, except that their received and transmitted signals are different. 

4.4.2.1 LEAST SQUARES FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The least square channel estimate is given as: 

 ̂    
   [ ̂       ̂       ̂         ̂           ]                                                         
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In       ,        
   are the output symbols received after cyclic prefix removal while   ̃ are the 

transmitted QAM symbols  without cyclic prefix. 
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4.4.2.2 LINEAR MINIMUM MEAN SQUARES FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The simplified time-domain LMMSE channel estimate ( ̂       for GFDM/OQAM is given as: 
 

 ̂       
     

          
  

       [                              
 
    ]

                                                    

 

             [  ̃      ]         ̃        ̃        ̃           ̃                                                   

where      
   is the autocorrelation matrix of the channel impulse response given by          

  
  denotes the noise variance            that could be given as       ,      is an identity 

matrix while   is the expectation notation.  

 

4.4.2.3 LEAST MEAN SQUARE FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The LMS adaptive CIR for the GFDM/OQAM symbols are estimated using 

 ̂             ̂                     ̃                                                                                       

where   is the fixed positive step size parameter that satisfies the condition        and the 

channel estimation error (         ) for GFDM/OQAM is given as 

              
 
        ̂        ̃                                                                                                    

 

4.4.2.4 NORMALIZED LEAST MEAN SQUARE FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The NLMS channel estimate for the GFDM/OQAM system described in Subsection 4.3.1 is 

given as: 

 ̂              ̂        
            ̃      

    ̃         
                                                                               

where     ̃           represents the Euclidean norm of the staggered input GFDM/OQAM 

symbols,   is the step size parameter,  ̂       is the discrete time-varying CIR while the error 

          is expressed as shown in (4.84). 
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4.4.2.5 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The inverse autocorrelation matrix (           for GFDM/OQAM with input vector   ̃        is 

given as: 

                                ̃         ̃                                                          

where   is a positive constant that is close to but less than one while  ̃       is the gain vector 

expressed as: 

 ̃        
                   ̃      

                              ̃      
                                                                         

Hence, the RLS channel estimate for GFDM/OQAM system is given as  

 ̂       
     ̂           ̃                                                                                                    

where           is given in (4.84). 

 

4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has presented an elaborate description of the two filter bank multicarrier waveforms 

under investigation (in this dissertation) which are called filter bank OFDM/OQAM and 

GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers. An introduction to the basic concepts and design of filter 

bank OFDM/OQAM assuming both NPR and Non-PR is presented while an elaborate 

description of the physical structure (of this waveform) as well as comprehensive mathematical 

analysis is given. The structure of the GFDM/OQAM system is also elaborated in this chapter 

where comprehensive mathematical analysis is used to describe every block of the system. The 

channel estimation algorithms proposed for estimating the fading channel coefficients for both 

filter bank multicarrier waveforms are elaborately described. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the simulation results obtained from implementing the proposed channel 

estimation techniques where the performances of two linear channel estimators, namely least 

squares and linear minimum mean square error-based estimators, as well as three adaptive 

channel estimators, namely least mean square, normalized least mean square and recursive least 

square based channel estimators are investigated for the two filter bank multicarrier-based 

transceivers in time-varying frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. The two filter bank 

multicarrier-based transceivers are the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with offset 

quadrature amplitude modulation and generalized frequency division multiplexing with offset 

quadrature amplitude modulation scheme as elaborately described in Chapter 4. For filter bank 

OFDM/OQAM system, the performances of these estimators are investigated under system 

design conditions of near perfect reconstruction and non-perfect reconstruction. In near perfect 

reconstruction, signal distortions resulting from aliasing is minimized as much as possible from 

accurate design of an FIR low-pass prototype filter which also minimizes the phase and 

amplitude distortions while in non-perfect reconstruction (i.e. imperfect reconstruction), aliasing 

and amplitude distortions are more prominent which may reduce system efficacy. The 

performances of these estimators are compared with one another as outlined. 

This chapter is structured as follows. The performances of the proposed CE algorithms are 

presented in Section 5.2 for NPR and Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM. A sequential 

procedure for implementing these estimation schemes as well as simulation results are also given 

in this section. Section 5.3 analyzes and documents the performances of all proposed channel 

estimation schemes for filter bank GFDM/OQAM waveforms while presenting sequential 

implementation procedures as well as simulation results obtained. In Section 5.4, the 

computational complexities of the CE schemes are analyzed while 5.5 summarize this chapter. 

5.2 PERFORMANCE OF CHANNEL ESTIMATORS FOR OFDM/OQAM 

This section evaluates and documents the performances of the proposed linear and adaptive 

channel estimation schemes under NPR and Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM scheme as 

described in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. It presents a sequential procedure for implementing 
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these estimation algorithms while discussing the simulation procedure and parameters as well as 

the results obtained.  

5.2.1 SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURE FOR IMPLEMENTING CE FOR OFDM/OQAM 

A sequential procedure for implementing the channel estimation algorithms for the filter bank 

OFDM/OQAM system assuming NPR is shown in Algorithm 5.1. 

 

01 Start 

02 Input:  ,       , bps,       

03 Output: { ̂     ̂      } 

04 for                     

05 input = randi([0 1], (     bps), 1) Generate        random binary input bits  

06 sym = bi2de(input) ← convert generated bits into      bps)/bps symbols, [bps = bits/sym] 

07 c[u] = qammod(sym) ← QAM modulate input symbols 

08 Perform serial to parallel conversion to obtain c[l,k] 

09 Interpolating from 1 to  :        

10 For all   

11 for   ←        

12 if   ←           (even  ), then 

13        ← [real(    ) imag(    )] 

14 else (for odd  ) 

15        ← [imag (    ) real(    )] 
16 end for (in line 11) 

17 for   ←       , compute 

18                         

19 end for (in line 17) 

20 Calculate        and          using (4.14) and (4.15) respectively 

21 Obtain        from   
  using (4.19)  

22 Obtain      from (4.17) and construct         as in (4.16) 

23 Obtain        using (4.6) and generate additive Gaussian noise         

24 Compute        and        using (4.24) and (4.26) respectively 

25 Obtain  ̈      as described in Algorithm 4.1. 

26 Compute the received signals        from          ̈      and        using (4.23)  

27 CHANNEL ESTIMATION COMPUTATION 

28 Obtain least square estimate  ̂   using (4.62)  

29 Calculate        using (4.66) 

30 Compute       estimate  ̂      using (4.67) or  (4.63) as described in Algorithm 4.3 

31 end for (in line 04) 

32 return { ̂     ̂      } 

33 Stop 

ALGORITHM 5.1: LS AND LMMSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR NPR OFDM/OQAM  
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In the simulation, the channel coefficients of the known channel are obtained using (4.16). The 

LS and LMMSE channel estimates are computed individually using (4.62) and (4.67) 

respectively. The channel coefficients obtained from these computations are then compared with 

that of the known channel after which the NMSE for each CE-based scheme is obtained by 

comparing the computed channel estimates of these proposed schemes with the channel 

estimates of the known channel. In simple mathematical expressions, the NMSE of the LS and 

LMMSE-based channel estimates are expressed in (5.1) and (5.2) respectively for these systems, 

where   is the expectation operation. 

          
 [‖         ̂       ‖

 
]

  ‖       ‖  
                                                                                                

             
 [‖         ̂          ‖

 
]

  ‖       ‖  
                                                                                 

5.2.2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE ESTIMATORS 

All simulations reported in this dissertation were implemented using MATLAB programming 

language where the pseudocode of Algorithm 5.1 is used as a guide for the implementation. 

Simulations for the filter bank OFDM/OQAM are implemented assuming NPR and Non-PR 

based on the system model described in Fig. 4.2 and 4.6 of Chapter 4. For the simulations, the 

performances of the linear estimators are analyzed and compared with one another as well as 

with the adaptive estimators through Monte-Carlo simulations with 10,000 trials per SNR. For 

this filter bank waveform, simulation parameters are indicated in Table 5.1. Uncoded 16-QAM 

modulation scheme is assumed for the OFDM/OQAM-based transceiver with         

subcarriers under frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel with Doppler rates of 0.001 and 

0.02, corresponding to both slow and fast fading channel conditions respectively, where the 

speed of the moving mobile is selected as 360 km/hr and 18 km/hr correlating with fast and slow 

channels respectively. The overlapping factor is chosen as      , while the initial value of the 

filter coefficient      is selected to be                   as indicated in table (4.1) [46]. 

Cyclic prefix (CP) overhead is not considered for this system in contrast to the GFDM/OQAM 

system. For the adaptive algorithms, the positive step size parameter is selected as        

while a regularization factor   = 0.001 is chosen to initialize the inverse autocorrelation matrix 
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of (4.77). The forgetting factor   is selected to be      . Results obtained are shown and 

discussed in Subsection 5.2.3. 

 

 

Parameters Specifications 

No. of Subcarriers ( ) 512 

Signal Constellation Scheme 16-QAM/OQAM 

Sampling Frequency  (    10,000 MHz 

Doppler Frequency (    10 and 200 (Hz) 

Sampling Rate (    (
 

        
) s 

Doppler Rate(s) 0.001 and 0.02 

Pulse Shape Non-rectangular 

Overlapping Factor ( ) 4 

Filter Coefficient ( ̃   ) 0.97195983 

Channel Type Multipath fading 

Cyclic Prefix Overhead - 

 

5.2.3 SIMULATION RESULTS OBTAINED FOR CE IN OFDM/OQAM 

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the first 60 randomly generated 16-QAM symbols are plotted.  Fig. 5.2 

shows the constellation diagram of the transmitted signals (as employed in this dissertation). It 

clearly corresponds to the constellation of 16-QAM modulation scheme while a plot of the 

channel fading coefficients corresponding to Doppler rates of 0.001 is shown in Fig. 5.3. In this 

figure, it can be observed that the expectation of the channel coefficients, i.e.   {    } , is 

independent of SNR and same valued for all iterations. Similarly, when the channel fading 

coefficients corresponding to Doppler rates of 0.02 is plotted, it is observed that the average 

value of the channel coefficients is 1.24 for all SNR values considered. 

Table 5.1 Simulation parameters for filter bank OFDM/OQAM  
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Fig. 5.1 Random 16-QAM symbols for the filter bank OFDM/OQAM systems 

Fig. 5.2 Signal constellation of the 16-QAM OFDM/OQAM symbols 

 

Fig. 5.3 A plot of channel impulse corresponding to 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        
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Fig. 5.4 NMSE performance of linear CE for NPR OFDM/OQAM under 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

Fig. 5.5 NMSE of linear and adaptive CE schemes for NPR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

 

The NMSE channel estimation performance for the proposed adaptive and linear estimators for 

NPR filter bank OFDM/OQAM system under slow fading channel conditions with Doppler rate 

            is plotted as shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively while the BER curve at this 

rate is shown in Fig. 5.7 where the ideal channel is used to benchmark the performances of other 

estimators. An extension of the system performance at higher SNR is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
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Fig. 5.7 BER of proposed estimators for NPR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

Fig. 5.6 NMSE of proposed estimators for NPR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

 

 

  

Table 5.2 gives a comparison of the performances of the proposed CE schemes in terms of 

NMSE at various levels of SNR for NPR OFDM/OQAM waveform under           . It can 

be observed from Fig. 5.5 and this table that the adaptive channel estimators perform better than 

the linear channel estimates. For this Doppler rate, the basic LS channel estimate offers the worst 

NMSE performance for all SNR values. It is also observed from this table that the NMSE of all 

CE algorithms improves in performance (across a row) with corresponding increase in SNR. 
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Fig.5.8 NMSE performance of LS vs LMMSE CE for NPR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       

 

SNR (dB) -5 0 5 10 15 20 

NMSE (LS) 0.06699 0.0246 0.0096 0.0030 0.0010 0.0004 

NMSE (LMMSE) 0.0333 0.0101 0.0040 0.0012 0.0004 0.0002 

NMSE (LMS) 0.0277 0.0083 0.0035 0.0010 0.0004 0.0001 

NMSE (NLMS) 0.0230 0.0739 0.0029 0.0008 0.0003 0.0001 

NMSE (RLS) 0.0188 0.0067 0.0026 0.0007 0.0003 0.0001 

 

The actual values of the correlation matrix used for this Doppler rate              are  
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The NMSE performance of the linear estimators and all proposed estimators are shown in Fig. 

5.8 and 5.9 respectively for NPR filter bank OFDM/OQAM scheme under fast fading channel 

with Doppler rate           while Table 5.3 shows the corresponding performance 

comparison in terms of NMSE at various levels of SNR for the same Doppler rate. Fig. 5.11 

gives the BER curve where the ideal channel is used to benchmark the performances of the 

estimators.  
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Table 5.2 NMSE vs SNR for channel estimators assuming NPR with  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠         
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Fig. 5.9 NMSE performance of linear and adaptive CE for NPR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       

Fig. 5.11 BER performance of proposed estimators for NPR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       

Fig. 5.10 Extended performance of linear and adaptive CE for NPR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       
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SNR (dB) -5 0 5 10 15 20 

NMSE (LS) 0.0986 0.0487 0.0169 0.0056 0.0016 0.0006 

NMSE (LMMSE) 0.0640 0.0279 0.0087 0.0029 0.0008 0.0003 

NMSE (LMS) 0.0511 0.0237 0.0080 0.0025 0.0007 0.0003 

NMSE (NLMS) 0.0451 0.0207 0.0071 0.0020 0.0006 0.0003 

NMSE (RLS) 0.0360 0.0174 0.0060 0.0017 0.0005 0.0002 

 

The correlation matrix used for this rate (         ) is given in (5.4). 
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It is observed (from Fig. 5.9 and 5.11 as well as Table 5.3) that the RLS channel estimate 

outperforms all other estimation schemes for all levels of SNR. The LS channel estimate offers 

the worst performance while having the lowest computational complexity. Hence, it can be 

concluded that RLS-based channel estimation scheme offers the best system performance for 

both slow and fast fading channel conditions in a filter bank OFDM/OQAM-based waveform, 

assuming NPR filter design whose performance gain is achieved at the expense of highest cost in 

computational complexity as compared with other estimators.  

5.2.4 COMPARISON OF CE FOR NPR VS. NON-PR FILTER BANK OFDM/OQAM 

In this subsection, performance comparisons of the proposed channel estimation schemes are 

made for NPR and Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM system. A sequential procedure for 

implementing the estimation algorithms (assuming NPR conditions) is given in Algorithm 5.1. In 

Non-PR filter banks, the impulse response of the analysis filter bank FIR prototype filter is 

different from that of the synthesis filter bank, hence the analysis filter bank is not directly a 

time-reversed version of the corresponding synthesis filter bank due to the difference in 

prototype filter impulse response. This results into aliasing and amplitude distortions which may 

be detrimental to accurate signal reception. Fig. 5.12 compares the impulse response curve of the 

prototype filters as simulated in MATLAB assuming both NPR and Non-PR filter bank 

Table 5.3 NMSE vs. SNR Performance NPR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       
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Fig. 5.12 Plot of prototype filter impulse responses assuming NPR and Non-PR, 𝐾     and 𝑀   16 

Fig. 5.13 Corresponding impulse responses plot using exponential modulation, 𝐾     and 𝑀   16  

OFDM/OQAM according to (4.7) and (    ) respectively. The corresponding impulse response 

obtained from exponential modulation according to (4.6) is given in Fig. 5.13.  
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5.2.4.1 SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURE FOR IMPLEMENTING NON-PR OFDM/OQAM 

Algorithm 5.2 displays a sequential procedure for implementing CE assuming Non-PR filter. 

 

 

01 Start 

02 Input:  ,       , bps,       

03 Output: { ̂     ̂      } 

04 for                     
05 Repeat step 05 to 19 of Algorithm 5.1 

06 Obtain        using (4.6) and compute     ̇     using        
07 Repeat step 20 to 22 of Algorithm 5.1 to obtain the channel impulse response 

08 Compute    ̇    and     ̇    using         and        respectively 

09 Evaluate        from    ̇    and     ̇    using         

10 CHANNEL ESTIMATION COMPUTATION 

11 Obtain least square estimate  ̂  using (4.62) and compare with that of NPR 

12 Calculate        using (4.66) 

13 Compute       estimate  ̂      using (4.67) and compare with that of NPR 

14 end for (in line 04) 

15 return { ̂     ̂      } 

16 Stop 

 

 

5.2.4.2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS/RESULTS FOR NON-PR FILTER BANK 

The simulation parameters used for Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM are very similar to those 

of NPR as described in Subsection 5.2.2. Fig. 5.14 shows the NMSE vs. Non-PR error curve for 

different values of randomly introduced errors assuming an SNR of 5dB. When the error value is 

zero, the system assumes NPR. For other Non-PR simulations, the randomly introduced errors 

(with values between      and 0.1) are chosen to introduce imperfection as shown in (    ). It 

is important to note that the higher the error value, the more the distortion. Results obtained from 

this performance comparison are shown for the linear and adaptive estimators as shown in Fig. 

5.15 and. 5.16 respectively for Doppler rate of 0.001. Fig. 5.15 and 5.16 show the performance 

comparison of both the linear and adaptive channel estimation schemes for Doppler rate of 0.02. 

 

ALGORITHM 5.2 CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR Non-PR OFDM/OQAM  
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Fig. 5.15 Comparison of linear CE under NPR and Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM for  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠          
 

Fig. 5.14 NMSE vs introduced random errors ( ) assuming Non-PR for SNR = 5dB  

 

  

 

  

 

 Results obtained from Fig. 5.15 indicate that the LMMSE estimation scheme performs better 

than the LS estimation scheme. The estimation schemes demonstrate superior performances 

under NPR condition in comparison to Non-PR filter bank systems.  
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Fig. 5.16 Comparison of linear and adaptive CE under NPR/Non-PR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠          
 

 

 

In Fig. 5.16, it is clear that all estimation schemes also demonstrate superior performances under 

NPR condition in comparison to Non-PR filter bank systems. RLS channel estimation offers the 

best system performance especially when applicable to NPR filter bank OFDM/OQAM while LS 

estimation offers the worst system performance especially when implemented in a Non-PR filter 

bank system. Table 5.4 shows the actual NMSE values for all estimation schemes under both 

NPR and Non-PR filter bank system for Doppler rates of 0.001 at various levels of SNR while 

Table 5.5 gives the MSE performance for Doppler rate = 0.02. 

 

 

  SNR (dB) -10 -5 0 5 10 15 

LS Non-PR 0.0931 0.0382 0.0097 0.0032 0.0010 0.0003 

LS PR 0.0806 0.0334 0.0087 0.0028 0.0008 0.0003 

LMMSE Non-PR 0.0550 0.0191 0.0049 0.0018 0.0006 0.0002 

LMMSE PR 0.0486 0.0170 0.0043 0.0016 0.0005 0.0002 

LMS Non-PR 0.0445 0.0156 0.0042 0.0015 0.0005 0.0001 

LMS PR 0.0437 0.0146 0.0041 0.0013 0.0005 0.0001 

NLMS Non-PR 0.0418 0.0141 0.0039 0.0011 0.0004 0.0001 

NLMS PR 0.0400 0.0136 0.0035 0.0008 0.0004 0.0000 

RLS Non-PR 0.0101 0.0069 0.0019 0.0005 0.0002 0.0000 

RLS PR 0.0077 0.0056 0.0013 0.0003 0.0002 0.0000 
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Table 5.4 NMSE vs. SNR Performance NPR and Non-PR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠         
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Fig. 5.17 Comparison of linear CE under NPR and Non-PR filter bank OFDM/OQAM for 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

 

Fig. 5.18 Comparison of linear and adaptive CE under NPR/Non-PR OFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        
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  SNR (dB) -10 -5 0 5 10 15 

LS Non-PR 0.1760 0.0579 0.0184 0.0058 0.0017 0.0006 

LS PR 0.1565 0.0533 0.0157 0.0051 0.0014 0.0005 

LMMSE Non-PR 0.0647 0.0298 0.0059 0.0029 0.0008 0.0002 

LMMSE PR 0.0616 0.0266 0.0052 0.0026 0.0008 0.0002 

LMS Non-PR 0.0489 0.0213 0.0045 0.0022 0.0007 0.0001 

LMS PR 0.0437 0.0178 0.0042 0.0020 0.0006 0.0001 

NLMS Non-PR 0.0430 0.0150 0.0040 0.0017 0.0004 0.0001 

NLMS PR 0.0400 0.0139 0.0036 0.0016 0.0004 0.0001 

RLS Non-PR 0.0297 0.0092 0.0029 0.0011 0.0003 0.0001 

RLS PR 0.0268 0.0088 0.0026 0.0009 0.0002 0.0001 

 

The results obtained from Fig. 5.16 and Table 5.5 show that RLS channel estimation under NPR 

also offers the best NMSE performance while the LS channel estimation scheme assuming Non-

PR offers the worst system performance for channel with Doppler rate of          . 

 

5.3 CHANNEL ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR GFDM/OQAM 

The proposed channel estimation algorithms are also analyzed for a GFDM/OQAM filter bank 

system. This section evaluates and documents the performances of the proposed linear and 

adaptive channel estimation schemes for the filter bank GFDM/OQAM scheme as described in 

Chapter 4 of this dissertation. It presents a sequential procedure for implementing the channel 

estimation schemes for the GFDM/OQAM system while also discussing the simulation 

procedure and parameters as well as the results obtained. 

5.3.1 SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURE FOR IMPLEMENTING CE FOR GFDM/OQAM 

In this dissertation, three adaptive channel estimation schemes namely LMS, NLMS, RLS and 

two linear schemes named LS and LMMSE are also implemented and analyzed for 

GFDM/OQAM-based transceivers under conditions of NPR of filters. Sequential procedures for 

implementing CE for the filter bank OFDM/OQAM is shown in Algorithm 5.3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.5 NMSE vs. SNR Performance NPR OFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        
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01 Start 

02 Input:  ,       , bps,       

03 Output: { ̂     ̂      } 

04 for                     

05 input = randi([0 1], N, bps) Generate       random binary input bits [bps = bits/sec] 

06 sym = bi2de(input) ← convert generated bits into     symbols 

07 c[l] = qammod(sym) ← QAM modulate input symbols 

08 for   ←        

09 if   ←           then 

10      ← [real(    ) imag(    )] 
11 end for (in line 08) 

12 for   ←       , compute  

13  ̃                     

14 end for (in line 12) 

15 Obtain      ̇    using (4.42)  

16 Collect coefficients of      ̇     to form         modulation matrix   as in (4.46)   

17 Calculate   ̃    using (4.45) 

18 Add cyclic prefix of length     to the beginning of   ̃    so as to yield   ̃     

19 Calculate         and        
   using (4.48) and (4.49) respectively 

20 Obtain         from   
  using (4.53)  

21 Obtain      from (4.51) and calculate          and         using (4.50) and (4.56) respectively 

22 Zero pad         by adding     zeros to form       
   having length            

23 Formulate circulant channel matrix   ̈̃  according to (4.58).  

24 Generate additive Gaussian noise        

25 Compute the received signal   ̃     (with cyclic prefix) using (4.57) 

26 Remove the first     elements of    ̃     to obtain received signals         

27 CHANNEL ESTIMATION COMPUTATION 

28 Obtain least square estimate  ̂   using (4.80)  

29 Calculate        using (       

30 Compute       estimate  ̂      using        
31 end for (in line 04) 

32 return { ̂     ̂      } 

33 Stop 
 

 

 

ALGORITHM 5.3: LS AND LMMSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION FOR GFDM/OQAM  
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5.3.2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR IMPLEMENTING GFDM ESTIMATORS 

The simulations for the GFDM/OQAM-based system were also simulated using MATLAB 

programming language where the pseudocode of Algorithm 5.3 is used to describe the 

implementation procedure. Simulations for the filter bank GFDM/OQAM are implemented 

based on the system model described in Fig. 4.8 of Chapter 4. For the simulations, the 

performances of the linear estimators are analyzed and compared with one another, as well as 

with the adaptive estimators through Monte-Carlo simulations with 10,000 trials per SNR. For 

this filter bank waveform, simulation parameters are indicated in Table 5.6. Uncoded 16-QAM 

modulation scheme is also assumed for the GFDM/OQAM-based transceiver with         

subcarriers under frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel with Doppler rates of 0.001 and 

0.02, corresponding to both slow and fast fading channel conditions respectively, where the 

speed of the moving mobile is selected as 360 km/hr and 18 km/hr correlating with fast and slow 

channels respectively. The overlapping factor is chosen as      , while the initial value of the 

filter coefficient      is selected to be                   as indicated in (4.7). Cyclic prefix 

overhead of length 25% of symbol duration is added in this system unlike in filter bank 

OFDM/OQAM system that does not consider the use of cyclic prefix. For the adaptive 

algorithms, the positive step size parameter is selected as        while a regularization factor 

  = 0.001 is also chosen to initialize the inverse autocorrelation matrix of (4.67). The forgetting 

factor   is selected to be      . Results obtained are shown and discussed in Subsection 5.3.3.  

 

 

Parameters Specifications (GFDM/OQAM) 

No. of Subcarriers ( ) 512 

Signal Constellation Scheme Uncoded 16-QAM/OQAM 

Sampling Frequency  (    10,000 Hz 

Doppler Frequency (    10 and 200 (Hz) 

Sampling Rate (    (1/10,000) s 

Doppler Rate(s) 0.001 and 0.02 

Overlapping Factor ( ) 4 

Pulse Shape Non-rectangular 

Filter Coefficient ( ̃   ) 0.97195983 

Channel Type Multipath Rayleigh fading 

Cyclic Prefix Overhead 25% 

Table 5.6 Simulation parameters for GFDM/OQAM system 
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Fig. 5.19 NMSE performance of linear CE for GFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠         

5.3.3 SIMULATION RESULTS OBTAINED FOR CE IN GFDM/OQAM 

In this subsection, the simulation results obtained from analyzing the performances of all linear 

and adaptive channel estimation schemes are presented under the assumption of nearly perfect 

reconstruction of filters. The average channel impulse response corresponding to Doppler rates 

of 0.001 and 0.02 has values of 0.1052 and 0.0509 respectively while showing that the 

expectation of the channel impulse responses i.e.   {    }  is independent of SNR and same 

valued for all iterations. 

The NMSE channel estimation performance of the proposed linear estimators in GFDM/OQAM 

system under slow fading channel conditions with Doppler rate             is plotted as 

shown in Fig. 5.19, while the BER curve is given in Fig. 5.21 where the ideal channel is used as 

a bench mark for performance.  

  

 

Table 5.7 shows a comparison of the performances of the proposed CE schemes in terms of 

NMSE at various levels of SNR for GFDM/OQAM waveform under             . It is 

observed from Fig. 5.20 and this table that the adaptive channel estimators perform better than 

the linear channel estimators. For this Doppler rate, the basic LS channel estimate offers the 

worst NMSE performance for all SNR values. It is also observed from this table that the NMSE 

of all CE algorithms improve in performance (across a row) with corresponding increase in SNR.  
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Fig. 5.20 NMSE of linear and adaptive CE schemes for GFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

Fig. 5.21 BER curve of proposed estimators for GFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

SNR (dB) -5 0 5 10 15 20 

NMSE (LS) 0.4388 0.1863 0.0860 0.0374 0.0169 0.0080 

NMSE (LMMSE) 0.1757 0.0690 0.0382 0.0138 0.0066 0.0036 

NMSE (LMS) 0.1514 0.0499 0.0229 0.0100 0.0053 0.0028 

NMSE (NLMS) 0.1181 0.0359 0.0160 0.0077 0.0041 0.0024 

NMSE (RLS) 0.0747 0.0289 0.0130 0.0061 0.0034 0.0015 
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Table 5.7 NMSE vs. SNR of proposed channel estimators for GFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠         
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Fig. 5.22 NMSE of linear and adaptive CE schemes for GFDM/OQAM   𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠        

Fig. 5.23 BER of proposed estimators for GFDM/OQAM  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       

 

The actual values of the correlation matrix used for this Doppler rate            are given in 

(5.3). The NMSE performance of the linear and adaptive estimators are shown in Fig. 5.22 for 

filter bank GFDM/OQAM scheme under fast fading channel with Doppler rate          , 

while Table 5.8 gives the corresponding performance comparison in terms of NMSE at various 

levels of SNR for the same Doppler rate. Fig. 5.23 gives the BER curve where ideal channel is 

used as a benchmark to analyze the system performance. 
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SNR (dB) -5 0 5 10 15 20 

NMSE (LS) 0.8070 0.3566 0.1397 0.0870 0.0360 0.0118 

NMSE (LMMSE) 0.4967 0.2121 0.0912 0.0590 0.0192 0.0070 

NMSE (LMS) 0.4212 0.1900 0.0876 0.0499 0.0175 0.0069 

NMSE (NLMS) 0.3997 0.1727 0.0783 0.0444 0.0162 0.0060 

NMSE (RLS) 0.3496 0.1523 0.0686 0.0400 0.0137 0.0055 

 

5.4 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 

The computational complexities per iteration of the proposed linear and adaptive based CE 

schemes are tabulated in Table 5.9. These complexities focuses on the amount of computing 

resources required for executing the channel estimates of the proposed algorithms assuming no 

repetition of channel values for a frame. From this table, it is calculated that the basic LS channel 

estimate is computed with    multiplications/Divisions and    additions/ subtractions. In a 

similar manner, LMMSE channel estimation scheme requires             

    additions/subtractions while               multiplications/Divisions are required to 

compute this channel estimate. The complexities of the adaptive schemes are tabulated above. 

Hence, RLS, NLMS, LMS, LMMSE and LS are the most complex estimators in decreasing 

order.   

 

 

Estimator Addition/Subtraction (+/-) Multiplication/Division (×/÷) 

LS       

LMMSE                              

LMS               

NLMS                    

RLS                 

 

Table 5.8 NMSE vs. SNR of proposed channel estimators for GFDM/OQAM 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠       

Table 5.9 Computational complexity analysis for the proposed channel estimators 
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5.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the performances of LS, LMMSE, LMS, NLMS and RLS channel estimation 

schemes have been analyzed and documented for two filter bank multicarrier-based transceivers 

with offset quadrature amplitude modulation named GFDM/OQAM and filter bank 

OFDM/OQAM. The performances of the proposed channel estimation schemes are analyzed 

under the assumption of both NPR and Non-PR filter bank systems in slow and fast frequency 

selective Rayleigh fading channels with corresponding Doppler rates of 0.001 and 0.02 

respectively. Results obtained demonstrate that all the presented channel estimation schemes 

performed better in NPR filter bank systems as compared to filter bank systems with 

imperfections (Non-PR). It is observed from these results that the RLS channel estimation 

scheme offers the best performance (as compared with all the other channel estimation schemes) 

in terms of NMSE with improvement in performance as the SNR increases. It is also observed 

that NLMS, LMS, LMMSE and LS channel estimation schemes demonstrate good performances 

(in decreasing order), with the basic LS channel estimation scheme exhibiting the worst 

estimation performance for all waveforms while having the simplest computational complexity. 

All simulations were performed using MATLAB programming language according to the system 

model that is described in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORKS 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS  

In this dissertation, the performances of LS, LMMSE, LMS, NLMS and RLS channel estimation 

schemes have been analyzed and documented for two filter bank multicarrier schemes with 

offset quadrature amplitude modulation (i.e. OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM-based 

transceivers). The performances of these estimation schemes are evaluated under the assumption 

of NPR and Non-PR design of the low-pass prototype filter with symbols propagated through 

both slow and fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels having corresponding Doppler 

rates of 0.001 and 0.02 respectively. Results obtained showed that all the channel estimation 

algorithms performed better in a near perfect reconstructed filter bank system as compared to 

non- perfect reconstructed systems for both slow and fast fading channels. The poor performance 

of Non-PR filter banks result from aliasing and amplitude distortions that are generated from the 

random introduction of errors which constitute the design of the low-pass prototype filter. It is 

observed that the RLS estimation scheme offered the best channel estimation performance (in 

terms of NMSE) with its estimation performance getting better as SNR increases while NLMS, 

LMS, LMMSE and LS estimation schemes also demonstrated good estimation performances (in 

decreasing order). In [112], the performances of the LS and LMMSE estimators are analyzed for 

OFDM systems where LMMSE showed better MSE performance in comparison to LS. The 

performances of LMMSE estimator is also shown to offer better performance than LS estimator 

in this dissertation. Similarly, in [166], the performances of adaptive CE are analyzed for 

multicarrier interleaves division multiple access (MC-IDMA) systems where NLMS offered 

better channel estimation performance than LMS. In a similar manner, NLMS is observed to 

perform better than LMS for all systems as investigated in this dissertation. All simulations are 

implemented using MATLAB programming language according to the system model described 

in Chapter 4. It can therefore be concluded, based on the research questions, that the RLS 

channel estimation scheme offers the best channel estimation performance in terms for NMSE at 

all levels of SNR in comparison to NLMS, LMS, LMMSE and LS (in decreasing order) for both 

investigated waveforms (i.e. filter bank OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM) assuming both NPR 

and Non-PR designs of the FIR low pass prototype filter impulse responses through frequency 
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selective Rayleigh fading channel. It can also be concluded that all the investigated channel 

estimation schemes perform better in a filter bank system designed with NPR under both slow 

and fast frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel as compared to filter bank systems 

designed with Non-PR assumption under same channel conditions.  

 

6.2 FUTURE WORKS  

During the course of this research, some problems are identified and suggested for future works. 

These problems are listed as follows: 

 It is observed from the literature survey (to the best of our knowledge) that the 

performances of blind and semi-blind channel estimation schemes have not been 

analyzed for both waveforms analyzed in this dissertation (i.e. OFDM/OQAM and 

GFDM/OQAM). Adopting these channel estimation schemes may be used to boost 

bandwidth efficiency and improve signal detection for these waveforms. 

 The performances of three adaptive and two linear CE schemes have been analyzed for 

OFDM/OQAM and GFDM/OQAM filter banks in this dissertation. The performances of 

these adaptive algorithms as well as the linear algorithms can also be investigated and 

analyzed for UFMC and BFDM-based transceivers as both waveforms are also 

considered as potential candidates for the emerging 5G networks. 

 Since FBMC/OQAM-based systems are known to offer higher data rates and spectral 

efficiencies in comparison to the CP-based OFDM systems adopted for 4G networks, the 

proposed waveforms in this dissertation can be adopted to boost the spectral efficiency 

and data rates of terrestrial digital video broadcasting (DVB-T) networks.   
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Mathematical Derivation of LMMSE Channel Estimation Algorithm  

The input symbols        obtained from OQAM preprocessing output at the transmitter side are 

arranged to form a diagonal matrix        given as: 

                                                                                                          

The received symbols (      ) just before CE can be expressed as:   

       [                              ]                                                                                            

Equation       is generally represented as: 

                                                                                                                                       

where        is the Gaussian noise process with variance     
  expressed in (4.25). The variance 

(    
   is be derived as follows. From (4.24), 

                                                                                                                                              

According to standard convolution of two vectors, 

        ∑               

 

     

 

        ∑               

    

    

                                                                                                              

But  

    
   {       }                                                                                                                                        

where   is the expectation sign. Substituting       into       yields: 
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where  

    
   {∑                   

    

    

}                                                                                               

Hence, 

    
       

  ∑        

    

   

                                                                                                                          

In order to derive the linear estimator which minimizes the MSE of the FBMC/OQAM symbols, 

we consider the equivalent channel representation for this multivariate normal problem as 

contained in Fig. A.1.  

 

h[n,k]

X[n,k] 

s[n,k]

 [n,k]

Ɲ[0,     ] σ 2
  

Ɲ[0, R    [n,k]hh

X[n,k]h[n,k]

 

 

 

Fig. A.1 Channel representation for the waveform systems [163] 
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The possible auto- and cross-covariance matrices between the impulse response (      ) and the 

output symbols (        are defined as         ,         ,          and          

respectively.          and          are the respective auto-covariance matrices of        and 

       while          and          are the two possible cross-covariance matrices between 

       and       . The overall structured covariance matrix        is given as: 

                  [
                

 
        

 
        

]                                                                                                

The inverse of the structured covariance matrix (      ) can be obtained using the rule of 

“inverse of a partitioned matrix” and the “Matrix inversion Lemma” formula as given in [163]. 

In this rule, if        is a partitioned matrix as represented in       , then          is 

generally given as: 

          [
       

 
    

 
   

]    

where  

                        
                

       
               

                                                                                                                                              

                     

                        
                

From the theorem of “partitioned matrix inverse”, 

          [
   

        
 
 

 
 

]   [
 
 
    

]                                                                         

where      is an      identity matrix. Direct substitution of all the expressions in        

into        gives: 

          [
   

        
 
 

 
 

]  [
    

               
 
    

]                    
                     

where in       ,   is given as in        and it is called the Schur component of         . It 

also constitutes the noise variance   
 . The linear expression given in       can be represented 

in a matrix format as: 
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At this point, it is important to note that the structured covariance matrix is given as: 
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where      denotes Hermitian transpose operator. 

By comparing equations in (    ), the following equations are drawn up: 

                          
                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                              

                                
         

                                                                 

From the Weiner-Hopf equation, the linear MMSE estimator of        satisfies the 

orthogonality condition [163]: 

 [                             ]                                                                                               

where        is a matrix that satisfies a Weiner-Hopf equation. In order to determine       , 

the orthogonality condition given in        may be expressed as [163]: 

                           

                   
                                                                                                                       

For a Gaussian and uncorrelated channel vector        with channel noise   as already defined, 

we can conclude by saying the linear estimator that minimizes the MSE is given as [163 - 165]: 

 ̂                                      
                                                                   

Substituting        and        into        yields:  

 ̂                    
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Appendix B: Mathematical Derivation of LMS Algorithm For FBMC/OQAM  systems 

Equation       is obtained from (4.71). This equation is expressed as: 

      {(         ̂            )(         ̂            ) }                                              

   [                 (       ̂            )   (        ̂            )  

  ̂              ̂            ] 

                      [(       ̂            )]   [(        ̂            )]              

                               [( ̂              ̂            )] 

                          ̂                         ̂                                               

   ̂       ̂                                                                                                              

If the input symbols        and the FBMC/OQAM output        are jointly stationary, each 

expectation values in      can be defined as [153]: 

i) If        has zero mean, then 

  
                                                                                                                                                

ii) If   represents the     cross-correlation vector between        and       , then 

                                                                                                                                                  

iii) From       , 

                                                                                                                                               

iv) The      correlation matrix between the input signals        is defined as: 

        [             ]                                                                                                                     

Substituting               into      , the cost function to be minimized becomes 

       
     ̂        ̂         ̂       ̂                                                                   
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Differentiating the MSE (i.e. (    ) with respect to (wrt)        , the gradient        is 

obtained as: 

        
     

  ̂     
              ̂                                                                                           

Equation       is obtained from differentiation wrt a vector. The following expressions must be 

put to consideration when differentiating wrt a vector. 

     ̂      

  ̂     
                                                                                                                                            

    ̂      

  ̂     
                                                                                                                                            

   ̂      ̂             

  ̂     
          ̂                                                                                          

If we consider instantaneous estimates for        and  , then we define both as [153]: 

 ̂                                                                                                                                             

 ̂                                                                                                                                               

From      , the instantaneous estimate of        is given as: 

 ̂          ̂        ̂      ̂                                                                                 

                                                               ̂                                                         

According to the method of steepest descent, the updated value of the channel impulse response 

vector at time (     is obtained using: 

 ̂             ̂       
 

 
 [   ̂     ]                                                                                        
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where   is the step size parameter that assumes a positive real-valued constant. It is important to 

note that the estimate expressed in        is unbiased and also equals the true value of the 

gradient as expressed in (   ). Substituting        into        gives: 

 ̂             ̂       
 

 
 [                                ̂     ] 

                               ̂                                       ̂       

                              ̂               [                 ̂     ]                                                

Substituting (4.72) into        gives 

 ̂              ̂                                                                                                           

This confirms the LMS algorithm as expressed in (4.73). 
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Appendix C: Mathematical Derivation of RLS Algorithm For FBMC/OQAM  systems 

As indicated in Appendix B, the      correlation matrix (        between the input signals 

       is defined in      . For RLS channel estimation, the product                 is 

weighed by the exponential factor      to obtain        given as: 

        ∑                  

 

   

                                                                                                         

If the term corresponding to      is isolated from the summation in      , the correlation 

matrix        is expressed as: 

         [∑                    

   

   

]                                                                            

Comparing       and      , we can conclude that  

          ∑                     

   

   

                                                                                             

From these expressions, the correlation matrix        is expressed as: 

                                                                                                                            

The expression in       is used for updating the value of the deterministic correlation matrix. In 

order to obtain the RLS channel estimate ( ̂        ), the inverse of the correlation matrix      

           must be obtained. To obtain the RLS channel estimates, the use of matrix inversion 

lemma (MIL) is employed. The MIL is summarized as follows: 

If   and   are two positive-definite     matrices given by  

                                                                                                                                                 

where   is a small positive-definite     matrix and   is an     matrix, then from MIL, the 

inverse of   is obtained as: 
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where the product of       and       equals one (i.e.       ) shows the proof of the MIL. 

This MIL can then be applied to       so as to obtain the inverse correlation matrix         . 

The following substitutions are made [153]: 

                                        Therefore          is given as: 

             [          ]
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      (         [         ]

  
      )

  

)       [         ]
  

 

                                                                                           

                        [
                                         

                              
] 

                         [
                                      

                              
]                 

For computational convenience, the inverse correlation matrix          is made to equal 

       which is expressed as: 

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                          

From      , let  

 ̃       
                    

                              
 

               
                  

                            
                                                                                     

where  ̃      is the gain vector. Hence the inverse autocorrelation matrix is obtained by simple 

substitution of              and        into       as: 
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                         ̃                                                                                

Equation         is also given as: 

                             ̃                                                                  

From       , 

 ̃                                                        

 ̃        ̃                                                  

 ̃                            ̃                               

 ̃             [              ̃                        ]                                           

Substituting         into         gives 

 ̃                                                                                                                                               

The optimum RLS channel estimate is obtained when the performance index as in (4.75) attains 

its minimum value when        is defined [153]: 

 ̂                                                                                                                                        

where        is simply defined as the     cross-correlation vector between the 

FBMC/OQAM symbols and its desired response        and can be compared to       by: 

        ∑                  

 

   

                                                                                                         

where * denotes complex conjugation. In a similar manner,        can be similarly expressed in 

comparison to        as in        hence 
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Substituting        into       , we obtain 

 ̂                  [                        ]                                                                  

                            [                        ] 

                                                                                                                        

Substituting        into       , 

 ̂          [                 ̃                    ]                               

                     [           ̃                    ]                              

                                        ̃                                                  

                      ̃                                                            

The following  is derived similarly to        

 ̂                                                                                                                          

Substituting        into        gives 

 ̂           ̂          ̃             ̂                                                  

Substituting        into        gives 

 ̂           ̂          ̃             ̂                             

                      ̂          ̃             ̂          ̃             

                      ̂         ̃     [                 ̂       ]                                             

Substituting (4.72) into        gives:  
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 ̂           ̂         ̃                                                                                                

This is the expression for obtaining fading channel coefficients using RLS for the FBMC/OQAM 

based transceiver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


